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Council affirms
no cancel policy
By TAMI RICHARDSON
The University Council
reaffirmed an existing policy
Thursday that there will be no
mass cancellation of classes
at any time.
School will not be closed
because of "inclement"
weather but any commuters
who cannot make it to classes
will be allowed to make up any
missed material, according to
Dr. John Mundy, director of
administrative affairs.
A general policy has been
in existence but Mundy is now

Profs aid
local
schools
By LYNDA EDWARDS
During the 1976-77 school
year, Virginia's Board of
Education set state-wide
standards that all elementary
school children must meet
before passing to the next
grade.
Children must demonstrate
at least "minimum skills" in
reading, communications and
mathematics.
Educators
must develop ways to teach
and test these skills by September, 1978.
James Madison University
professors in early childhood.
(Continued on Page 18)

"working up details" for a
formal written policy. Mundy
said he felt there should be a
policy covering "exceptional"
weather conditions.
The policy, which was
unanimously approved, advises students and professors
to follow instructions from the
highway department on the
advisability of travel. If a
professor is not able to come
in for a class, the school will
try to get this information out
to the students, Mundy said.
Class cancellations may
possibly be announced on
WMRA-FM hour by hour or
listed on Channel 13 on a
"continuous rotating drum,"
Mundy said, although he is
"not sure" yet of the
feasibility
of
these
suggestions.
Making the policy was a
"difficult decision," Mundy
said. However, he asked why
a class should be cancelled if
"18 out of 20" persons are able
to get there. Another concern
of the council was that if
school were cancelled on a
Friday some students would
take off for a three-day
weekend and "risk their
necks" on the highways.
In other business, the
council adopted letters of
intent Thursday for a
Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology, Bachelor of
Science in Energy Resources
Management and an undergraduate
major
in
(Continued on Page 19)

STUDENTS WALK TO CLASS amid snow banks on upper campus.

Photo by Mark Thompson

Committee investigates need for chapel
By PATTY SMITH
A special subcommittee
will continue investigating the
need for and possible location
of a campus chapel room in
spite of little student body
interest, according to the
subcommittee chairman. .
"There seems to be a vocal
minority interest in a chapel
room,"
Michael Webb,
director of residence halls told
the Commission on Student

Services last Wednesday.
This interest was expressed
mainly through letters written
in response to advertisements
in The Breeze requesting
student reactions to a chapel
room on campus.
The
subcommittee
"received about 50 letters in
response to the Breeze ad
which all favored existence of
a chapel room on campus,"
according to Darren Pile.

Student
Government
Association treasurer and
subcommittee member.
A chapel fund, currently
holding $9,000, was originated
on the death of the wife of
former university President
G. Tyler Miller who served
from 1941 to 1971, according to
Dr.William
Hall,
vice
president for student affairs.
A chapel will have to be
(Continued on Page «)

Clacks, pings, chings
Game room 'home away from home9
By BRUCE OSBORNE
The pinball machines "clack" when
they are beaten. A "ping" signals that a
good shot has been made on the foosball
machine. Chalk squeaks against the pool
cues. The cash register opens and shuts
with a grind and a "ching." All of these
sounds and more blend into one at the
Percy Warren Campus Center game
room.
The game room is a "home away from
home" for a fairly small percentage of the
student population. Probably about 200
people frequent the game room daily as a
means of recreation and relaxation. These
students take advantage of the seven
pinball machines, seven pool tables,' one
ping pong table, one foosball machine and
one computer-like television game which
make up the game room's facilities.
For quite a few of the game room
regulars, however, this room seems to
offer more than just machines and games.
A sense of fellowship and brotherhood
pervades the atmosphere of the game
room. Those who spend a lot of time in the
game room are able to find a sort of
identity through their recreation and they
become a member of the "game room
family."
This family atmosphere may be part of
the reason why the same faces appear in
the game room each day. Those who
don't use the game room as often may feel

a bit awkward or estranged, so they stay
out. Another factor which may keep some
people out, although the game room is
well-lit and clean, is the stigma attached to
dark and dingy back-alley pool halls.
Of course, some "outsider" students
defy the stigma and intimidating atmosphere and venture in to enjoy a-little
recreation. These "rookies" at the game
room are not very difficult to spot. A
rookie racks the pool balls at the wrong
end of the table, does not follow the
courtesy rules of quarters on the pinball
machines or makes some other blatant,
grievous error.
This slight embarrassment and uncomfortable feeling
which accompanies that initial, clumsy
step into the game room system keeps
many people out altogether, and keeps
others from coming no farther than the
cash register to get change.
The regular game room crowd can be
divided into several categories, including
"pool freaks," "pinball die hards" and"foosball fanatics."
There is much
flexibility in these categories because
many people enjoy more than one form of
recreation.
Fads tend to influence the popularity of
certain games, according to the assistant
director of the campus center. Three
years ago there were two foosball
machines in the game room and there
(Continued on Page 9)
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Faculty forum:

Liberally educated
sustain culture

Groundhog day an outrage
it's downright unpatriotic9
By DWAYNE YANCEY
McGAHEYSVILLE
Groundhogs
must
be
especially adept at either
deception or bribery. How
else could such a detestable
little creature connive the
otherwise respectable
calendar
makers
into
devoting a whole day to them?
This, I believe, is an unprecedented action.
Man's best friend has a set
of undefined days in the sultry
Ert of summer named for
n, but there is still no one
specific day set aside to
recognize the exploits and
contributions of our canine
friends.
Cats, whom I personally
believe to be the most
honorable and noble of
nature's four-legged things,
have no special day.
Neither do cattle, horses,
owls, buffalo, rats, moose,
sheep, pigs, turkeys (although
some revisionist historians do
maintain that Thanksgiving is
in recognition of turkeys but in
a negative sense), porcupines,
turtles, oppossums. rabbits,
penquins, squirrels, snails,
mules, wolves, foxes, deer,
goats, elks, panthers, bobcats,
muskrats, racoons, caribou,
armadilloes, aardvarks,
bears,
snakes,
moles,
kangaroos,
duck-billed
platypusses, minks, lions,
tigers, alligators, crocodiles,
gnus, zebras, elephants,
Buzzards, coyotes, lizards,
scorpions, crayfish, donkeys,
(Inauguration Day doesn't
count) or any other creature
that I can think of.
Yet the groundhog, that
beady-eyed,
subterranean-

dwelling marmot, does. It's
an outrage, I say.
It's
downright unpatriotic.
Never mind the groundhog's supposed gift for
making long-range forecasts.
That is the literary contrivance of some creative
public relations agent for the
groundhog lobby.
Seeking some way to justify
giving a whole day to the
Beast, and after thoroughly
examining the groundhog's
habits, character and sense of
civic responsibility, he no
doubt concluded that it was
better to invent a virtue for
the groundhog rather than
rely on his innate ones.
Meteorology, I suppose, was
the best he could do under the
circumstances. After all, he
had very little to work with.
Growing up on a farm I
have, of course, always been
familiar with the groundhog
and his culture (or lack
thereof).In fact, I have gotten
to know one groundhog very
well-Chuck, who maintains a
residence at Hole-in-theRocks-on-the-Hill-above- thePond apartments-and I can
safely say that I have never
known him to care much one
way or the other about the
weather.
True, Chuck will stir from
his winter slumber Thursday
morning, poke his head out of
his hole, and survey the frozen
landscape.
The reason,
though, is not to look for a
shadow but rather to see what
citizens of the animal world
have come to pay him homage
on Groundhog's Day. Most
other animals however, being
sensibily inclined, usually like

to avoid both February and
groudhogs.
My introduction to the
havoc which groundhogs can
wreak came when I was but a
mere child as I rode through
the back fields of Locustcrest
Farm on a tractor,
When the right rear tire of
the Allis-Chalmers suddenly
dropped
into
a
welfcamouflaged groundhog hole
I heard what I considered
then to be a terrible and most
frightening succession of
oaths from the otherwise
docile tractor driver.
Ever since then I have
always
associated
the
groundhog
with
those
unusually descriptive
phrases.
The calendar makers must
have been safely residing in
the suburbs when they were
beguiled by one of the cunning
fellows (oh, they can look very
sweet and innocent when it is
to their advantage) into
designating February 2 as
Groundhog Day.
I can picture it now as the
apartment-dwelling calendar
maker and his wife take a
weekend drive into the
country--"Oh. look, George,
isn't that such a cute little
animal there beside the road?
Look at him smile for us."
"Yes, indeed. Elizabeth, I
think we'll name a day for
him."
Obviously they were ones
who have never lived for very
long in close contact with the
critter.
I can state unequivocally
that groundhogs have no
redeeming social value and
actually pose a threat to
society, at least on the farm.
They have absolutely no
respect for law and order.
Groundhogs build their
homes in blatant violation of
all zoning ordinances, not to
mention property rights, Yet
they
are
sadistically
scrupulous in following the
building code by providing not
one, but several, entrances to
their dwellings.
Having thus riddled the
fields with strategically
placed holes (usually in the
most inconvenient spot
available) and constructed an
underground network of
tunnels that would make
D.C.'s Metro system look like
child's play, they then proceed
to thieve from the garden in a
manner that brings to mind
the wholesale looting and
pillaging that accompanied
the Viking invasions of
defenseless sea coast towns.
I (Continued on Page. 17)

By JOHN SWEIGART
Editor's note: Dr. Sweigart is Dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences
I have been gratified at seeing the various articles on
education and the liberally educated person in The Breeze,
particularly the fine one recently by Mike DeWitt. In turn, I wish
to add some further thoughts on the topic.
First and foremost, the liberally educated person seeks the
improvement of intellect. The central act ivitiesof such a person
consist of the confronting of knowledge and attitudes from one
area with those of another, of seeking in the apparent conflict a
view by which to reconcile them: to criticize, to reformulate, to
transform-to abandon pet doctrines where necessary and to
develop new and fruitful insights into man's relation to himself,
to others and to the universe.
By this continuing process the individual grows in liberating
ways throughout life. The liberally educated person builds upon a
common zeal for productive career and humane citizenship, and
constantly nurtures the relationship between learning and the
zest for life. In fact, he or she finds pleasure in making one's life a
means to one's education.
Such a person can be involved in many different kinds of
business, but remains primarily interested in the business of the
mind. He or she is able to reexamine and remold the materials of
the commonplace, toward a richer conception of the world and a
better human condition within it. Thus, he or she helps to sustain
the best of culture and civilization. Whatever he does to earn
fame or fortune in his own career, he is not so preoccupied with it
that he does not leave time for concentrating on the fundamental
activities of the mind of broadly reading, writing, talking and
listening.
The development of these abilities and activities emerges
especially from the habits of liberal learning formed in undergraduate education. Yet we know that not all college
graduates are liberally educated persons. Part of the responsibility lies with the student, but most of it depends on those of us
who are teachers. And at James Madison University teaching
remains our most important endeavor.
An education is liberal as much, or more, by the manner of
teaching and study as by what is taught or studied. It consists not
so much in the mastery of subject matter in the humanities and
sciences as in the extensive encounter of imaginative experiences
and exercise of reason in relating and judging knowledge.
Meaning rather than information is to be sought and a subject
becomes liberal when it is taught, not just for its content, but for
deeper insights that also provide broader perspectives.
For any person-professors, undergraduates or those outside of
formal learning-to become liberally educated is, above all, to
seek wisdom. A half-century ago Alfred North Whitehead, in his
writing on "The Aims of Education," stated that "wisdom is the
way in which knowledge is held. It concerns the handling of
knowledge, its selection for the determination of relevant issues,
its employment to add value to our immediate experience. This
mastery of knowledge, which is wisdom, is the most intimate
freedom obtainable."
Two outstanding examples of liberally educated persons
recently at Madison are Isaac Asimov and John Ciardi. Asimov
informed and inspired us with his literate, broad-ranged contributions to last October's Arts and Sciences Symposium on "The
Quality of Life in the Year 2000." Ciardi also represented the best
of liberal education when he was here in 1975 as our first Eminent
Scholar In his Commencement address of that year he clearly
had in mind one of the hallmarks of any liberally educated person, when he so eloquently emphasized the importance of
maintaining that "authentic thrill that binds a man to his library
for life."

freedom ol the press is one ot the great bulwarks ol liberty, and can
newer be restrained but by despotick governments " James Madison
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Tenure
denial
disturbing

Detectors
requested

To the editor:
With the recent release of
statistics showing that one fire
occurs every 36 seconds, we as
residents of Showalter
Apartments have opened our
To the editor:
eyes and wish that the administration would open its
I'm writing in regard to Dr.
eyes to the hazards existing in
Jon Scott Bender's denial of
these apartments.
tenure. For the following
At first glance, we noticed
reasons, I am greatly
several dangers:
the furdisturbed over this decision.
niture provided by the school,
Bender is a professor in the
the carpet and the paneling
Department of Elementary
are all highly flammable.
Education. His concern for
There is no exhaust fan in the
the individual student greatly
kitchen (which is enclosed by
impressed me, as did his vast
three walls) and the oven is in
knowledge of the educational
a corner next to a wall which
field. As a teacher, he always
already has burn marks from
followed the principles which
ttr-*Om »«««—>
the heat.
be taught.
* w.man! ow wt JDW M TWQWT UPRSINS, m? mz u<Mwwftcm.Tm Hrtcn.icvM,
We then attempted to plan
The faculty and students
escape routes from the
greatly admire Bender and
various rooms in the event of a
want him to stay, yet it's
fire. The only conceivable
strictly an administrative
escape would be from the
decision that he leave.
front door. The two windows,
Bender's
department
one of which is next to the
chairman and faculty tenure
front door and one of which is
committee recommended
encased by a well (which at
tenure. In fact, the faculty
this time is blocked by snow),
senate hearing committee,
are only 22 by 30 inches, can
composed of faculty memonly be partially opened, and
bers from various departare provided in only two of the
ments across campus, found
four rooms. In sum, escape
no reason why he should be
from anywhere other than the
denied tenure. We are the
front room would be virtually
ones who have worked
authority of the AR ComTo
the
editor:
the
average
student
about
the
impossible.
directly with him and have
mittee
is
the
attitude
of the
work of this committee
Daring the fourth eight
It would be unreasonable to
gained the most by his
student
body.
because its job is not as easy
weeks of this semester, a
ask that these apartments be
presence at this institution.
Last semester, students
as one would think. Some of
committee of students will
reconstructed to alleviate
We
are the ones that will be
presented
a
high
level
of
the work of the Alcohol
study the university's alcohol
these hazards. However, are
losing out if he is forced to
responsibility
and
awareness,
Reformation
Committee
will
policy. The study will concern
we to wait until a tragedy
leave
James
Madison
sponsoring Logan's Run and
be:
itself with the use of alcohol in
occurs before any action is
University.
the
Thanksgiving
Food
Drive.
recreation areas and "specific
taken? Currently there is no
If you are concerned about
Safety-l) What will be the
This level of responsibility
locations'* (i.e. dorm wings)
fire alarm system in the
this situation, you can respond
limit
on
the
number
of
must
be
maintained
if
the
in residence halls.
apartments. The installation
by contacting me and-or
students that a dorm wing can
students are to participate in
This committee, chaired by
of smoke detectors does not
writine a letter to President
handle
without
violating
fire
administrative
decisions
Mike Webb, director of
seem like an unreasonable
Ronald Carrier. They can
safety standards?
which affect them.
residence halls, will also draw
request to make when the
only know how we feel if we let
2)
If
a
student
gets
drink
Alvin
Walker
conclusions to formulate
safety of so many lives is
them know.
and
out
of
hand,
who
will
take
alcohol policies for the next
SGA Senator, Spotswood hall
endangered.
Anne H. Summmto
the
responsibility
of
"getting
academic year.
him together" before he
Jackie Dalrymple
1 am a member of the
causes damage to another
Debbie Ma this
above committee and at this
JoAnn Robertson
student's or the university's
time, I would like to inform
property-will it be the
resident adviser on duty or the
students of the dorm in which
the party is held?
3) How can one prevent the
vandalism
of
vending
on page nine of Friday's
To the editor:
machines which can occur
edition,
and
a
small
story
had
By LINDSEY BOTELER
. The Panhellenic and Induring a party?
appeared
the
week
before,
but
I propose that television networks be paid
terfraternity Councils of
4) What will the Alcoholic
these were disappointing in
not to televise football...at least the Super
James Madison University
Beverage Control Board think
themselves.
Bowl.
^^
would like to formally thank
of when the alcohol policies
It
seems
that
such
an
The damage done to the game is criminal.
all those who supported our
for next semester are anaward winning paper as The
Sure, because of television, millions can view
Exercise Bike-a-thon held last
nounced?
The university
Breeze
claims
to
be
could
take
games without freezing or going broke, but
Monday and Tuesday in the
interprets its dorms as
it upon themselves to inwhat about those who do go to games? EnWarren Campus Center.
"public places" similar to
vestigate the events on
during the elements is not much of a problem
Despite the harsh winter
hotels, and the ABC Board
campus.
It
often
seems
that
as long as there is something to watch. With
weather conditions, many
governs the use of alcohol in
"trite"
news
makes
the
front
television, though, fans must watch players
showed up to support and
such places.
page, bad news makes the
stand around while commercials are aired.
pledge the riders, thus making
headlines, and good news is
To make things worse, there is now talk of
the event a great success.
Because of the university's
never
heard
of.
video
tapes for the officials in order to
Among those who coninterpretation of its dorms as
The campus is often not
eliminate bad calls. Despite the probability
tributed their time and effort
"public
places,"
the
definition
aware of the activities and
that such a move would little affect the outinclude the following: Jim
of a dorm will also be revised.
projects
of the- "Greek"
comes of games, it would create an added
Logan, who provided the
Dorms
can
not
remain
public
organizations. Perhaps the
delay for fans to endure.
campus center for our use, the
places, but nor will they be
poor coverage by the paper is
If television stopped covering football, it
students, faculty, and parents
turned
into
private
places,
one reason. This letter is
would also benefit the home viewers. That
who pledged to sponsor the
such
as
apartment
nouses.
written on behalf of any
benefit would come from the absence of pre
riders,
the
individual
The situaion is more comorganization that often sees its
and pre-pre-game shows.
fraternity and sorority
plicated
than
one
would
think
efforts going by unnoticed.
Consider Super Bowl XII. During the prebecause in re-defining a dorm,
members who rode, the
Many organizations work
game show CBS interviewed John Denver. I
campus and local radio
everything
is
taken
into
hard for good things and
have a strong suspicion that John Denver was •
stations
who
provided
consideration: dorm balls,
never get recognized.
the actual producer of the show.
recreation
rooms,
kitchens,
coverage, the Daily NewsPerhaps
The
Breeze
should
Who else would think of showing a
Record, Camelot Nursing
lounges, TV lounges and even
take a stronger initiative to
classroom
full of little urchins acting out a skit
Home and Magic Trim
basements.
investigate and follow up news
and who else would recognize the dramatic
Studios, who provided the
events, and evaluate their
effect of computer pictures of Joe Namath and
Time is also a crucial
bicycles.
and
even
priorities as to what is worth
Phyllis George?
element in forming alcohol
Rockingham National Bank
covering. The story and
Who else would neglect how both teams got
Eolicies. For example: will
who had the event flashing in
picture as presented were not
to the Super Bowl or anything else really
eg parties be allowed during
lights.
the coverage we desired.
pertinent to the game? Sure, there was a big
final exam week or the weekHowever, one organization
Again, our thanks to all who
time slot from the rained out golf tournament
end before finals?
Will
did not feel the event was
supported
us
in
this
endeavor,
alcohol
parties
be
limited
to
but
a "The Waltons" rerun would have been a
worth covering. We are
and perhaps next year The
better
introduction to the Super Bowl.
just
weekends?
At
what
time
referring to the university
Breeze
will
find
it
in
their
Seeing
what the tube has done to football
will
a
party
disperse
or
start?
news paper, The Breeze.
hearts
to
support
us.
and
considering
the possibility of Friday and
What
shall
be
the
limit
on
the
Apparently The Breeze did not
Patricia Creagh. Panhellenic
Saturday night football next fall, I would
number of kegs at a party?
feel that ten percent of the
Chairman
These questions may be
rather listen to radio coverage. Farmers are
university population
Travis Witt. IFC Chairman
-stupid to one, but they must be
paid not to plant when surpluses threaten the
donating time and energy for
Kathy Seabrook, Panhellenic
country, so why not use the same tactic in
answered, and that is the work
a worthy cause was not
Activities Chairman
of the Alcohol Reformation
dealing with television's encroachment upon
suitable news material. It is
Jeff Miller. IFC Service
football?
Committee.
*"*JfclWfcji"* ■PR-™?,, „<n*win.iiiiimtii'
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Alocohol policy studied

Coverage questioned

TV coverage
damages football
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Nininger here tonight
By CUTC'H ARMSTRONG
If you are from the New York metro area, you're probably
familiar with the talents of singer Willie Nininger.
If you are not from New York and you're not familiar with
Nininger. be sure to catch his performance tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Center Attic (formerly the North Ballroom) of the Warren
Campus Center
•.
Nininger. who hails from Greenwich Village, has been actively
engaged in a lengthy tour of east coast colleges and small
concert halls over the past few months.
During his travels, he has made stops at Virginia Tech,
William and Mary, North Carolina State and the University of
Virginia.
All of this is fine. But just who is Willie Nininger?
A troubador would be a good definition.
After graduating from Tufts University. Nininger took to a
professional career of songwriting and performing. He plays folk
music laced with humor and light satire. He has shared bills with
Aztec Two-Step and Pete Seeger, and has backed up Jimmy
Buffett.
Nininger plays his own original tunes in addition to those
written by others.
Some of his more popular tunes you can hear tonight include
"Country Dough.'' a parody of John Denver, "Freshmen,'' a song
about his first year in high school, and "Proud to be a Moose," one
of the five songs he has sold CBS for the Captain Kangaroo show
He also features more traditiona.1 tunes such as "City of New
Orleans," "Plastic Jesus." and a"'rousing rendition of "The
William Tell Overture (the Lone Ranger Theme) "
Nininger is famous for the way he conveys warmth to his
audiences. His imagination and wit promises to create an atmosphere of enjoyment.
So take a chance tonight and discover a rising talent when
Willie Nininger pays a visit to the Center Attic.
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'The Empty Cradle9:
6

A well-acted soap opera'

PROVIDING A MUCH NEEDED BREATH
OF FRESH AIR for JMl's disco-dulled
dancers Thursday night was Monarch, a
fourpiece band from Gaithersburg, Maryland,
who played for a dance concert in the Center
Attic. Monarch's repertoire ran the gamut
from songs by Led Zeppelin to those by Queen
and the Who, with plenty of Foghat and
Aerosmith thrown in. At top, guitarist Pete
Hill-Byrne concentrates on a solo while at
bottom drummer-vocalist A. D. Adams
reproduces Robert Plant-style vocals.
Monarch was sponsored by Circle K.
Photo* by Al Willnor
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By DWAYNE YANCEY
As a daytime soap opera,
"The Empty Cradle" would
be an instant hit.
As a production last week
in the Wampler Experimental
Theatre, the soap opera
parallel in "The Empty
Cradle" was uncomfortably
too apparent.
The players, however, were
able to overcome the occasionally maudlin material
they were given and present a
show relatively free of
problems.
Fortunately, they gave as
little emphasis as possible to
some of the trite language that
was unhappily sprinkled
through what was a generally
strong play.
Because so much of the
action involves Taminy, who
is tottering on the edge of
insanity and her husband,
Harry, the success of the show
depends very much on the
performance
of
these
characters. Weak actors in
these roles could have ruined
the show regardless of the
other players.
Writer
and
director
Deborah Semple, however,
was blessed with two strong
and flexible performers,
Karen Marcus and Trip
Payne. They were able to
preserve the show through
some of its weak moments and
helped build the mood in some
of the better scenes.
The believability of Taminy
as a woman on the brink of
sanity, but not quite over the
edge, is essential to the success
of the show. Marcus was able
to manage this precarious
balance without tilting too far
one way or the other.
She would nudge Taminy a
little to each side, but always
bring her back at the crucial
moment. Skill in the sudden
changes of mood required for
the role was one of Marcus'
most outstanding assets as
Taminy.
Her soft, girlish laugh
without being overly highpitched in the "morning after" scene and after learning
of
her pregnancv was

especially
effective
in
creating the "child-like'
qualities' of her character.
It appeared not only in
these scenes, but others as
well,
thus consistently
displaying Taminy's
character, rather
than
revealing
it
abruptly.
Likewise, her maternal instincts were not confined to
the scenes involving her
pregnancy. By doing this.
Marcus succeeded in building
a whole personality with all of
the complexities it involved.
Trip Payne belied his acting debut to appear more as a
seasoned veteran under the
lights.
He was adept at conveying
emotion without relying on
verbal exchanges, using facial
expressions especially well.
One particular stare at
Sarah Kayhill (played by
Doreen Murray) was so icy
that, despite its brevity, it
would have been rather
terrible in real life.
Payne was successful in
showing a cold streak to
Harry. He wisely kept it
subtle, letting it creep through
at only the proper moments.
His best scene was
probably the closing one at
Taminy's bed where he took
very few lines and did very

G C

much with them. What held
the potential for an excessive,
sentimental monologue instead became an agonized
passage.
Because of Payne's forceful performance,
"The
Empty Cradle'* became
nearly as much a study of
Harry as it was of Taminy.
Compared to the two
Cramers, the remaining
characters have only small,
though not necessarily minor,
roles.
Perhaps the most important of these is Dr.
Freedman (Steve Shively).
Shively began awkwardly, as
though not quite comfortable
with his role, but his performance improved during
the course of the show.
Although he used head
movements very well, and
came across as a generally
believable and sympathetic
character, Shively never
seemed at ease with Dr.
Freedman.
Curtis
Hansen's
appearance as J.R. Prince was
at once both a light and
heavy moment. More than
any other actor, he made the
most of non-verbal action. He
devoted considerable attention to the use of his
(Continued on Page »)
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'Encounters beats 'Star Wars hands down
The first true populist science-fiction film'
By BILL BORGES
. The science-fiction genre of
film is alive and well and
living in Hollywood. "Close
Encounters of the Third
Kind," a film which has
capitalized upon the growing
interest in UFO phenomena
around the country is undoubtedly one of the most
extraordinary and spectacular new movies to come
upon the scene in recent
times.
"Star Wars" is a hard act
to follow but "Close Encounters" has it beaten hands
down
It is the first true
populist science-fjction film, a
blend of the most startling,
far-out special effects with the
most
ordinary
human

material of the American
Heartland.
If there really are alien
beings buzzing around in their
interstellar flying saucers.
"Close Encounters" may
finally persuade them to come
on down and rest a spell.
From his earliest outset the
film's director. 29-year old
Steven Spielberg ("Jaws."
"The Sugarland Express")
has seemed the most
energetic, convivial and
visually inventive of our
young filmmakers.
He is
meticulous in plot and a
stickler for detail, even going
so far as to elicit the aid of
astronomer and foremost
UFO authority J. Allen Hynek
to assist and supervise the

technical aspects of the film.
Spielberg has constructed
the story as a suspense thriller
in which parallel sets of UFO
seekers race toward a
climactic confrontation.
An expedition led by a
French scientist named
Lacombe, played by French
film
director
Francios
Truffaut, arrives at a desert
location in Mexico. While
shouting through a raging
sandstorm, Lacombe and his
colleagues discover and test a
squadron of torpedo bombers
that vanished some thirty
years earlier. The planes are
in perfect condition.
The scene quickly shifts to
Indianapolis, where air traffic
controllers monitor a near

that totally disrupts and alters
his life.
Meanwhile,
Lacombe
heads an ultra top-secret team
trying to arrange a rendezvous
with
the
extra terrestia Is, provided the
visitors' apparent clues and'
signals can be interpreted
correctly. Neary is one of
those several ordinary people
whose brush with a UFO has
resulted in an obsessive vision
of the eventual meeting site,
as sheer, truncated peak in
Wyoming called Devil's
Tower.
Though the film is usually
fast moving, the middle part
of the film sort of drags along
with its scenes of Neary and
Jillian trying to cope with

is undoubtedly the flagship,
which looks like a giant flying
oil refinery. The special effects and light amplification
techniques of the final scenes
wil leave the audience gaspin
with astonishment an
begging for more.
Once again special effects
genius Douglas Trumbull
("2001: a Space Odyssey")
has established himself as a
technical wizard who can
create new worlds.
In sum, the power of "Close
Encounters" comes not so
much from its careful extrapolation of the most
respectable UFO data,, but
rather from the human reality
that underlies the whole

ciose
ENCOUNTERS
)F TH6 THIRD KIND

VSOP quintet live
is 'the' jazz album
By STEVE SNYDER
After playing for more than
100,000 people during last
summer's one-month tour, the
members of the VSOP (Very
Special Onetime
Performance) quintet have
Suietly returned to their inividual musical endeavors,
leaving in their wake this
captivating, double-record
live remembrance of their
brief stint together.
It represents a historical
landmark of jazz music, as
perceived
through
the
abilities of five of the world's
outstanding musicians.
The quintet consists of
Herbie Hancock
(acoustic
piano), Wayne Shorter (tenor
and soprano saxes), Freddie
Hubbard
(trumpet and
fluglehorn), Tony Williams
(drums) and Ron Carter
(acoustic bass), all alumni of
the Miles Davis exploratory
school of music.
Although a discussion of
each
member's
wellchronicled post-Davis musical
accomplishments is unnecessary,
mention of
Hancock's Headhunters or
Shorter's Weather Report

indicates what sort of talent is
involved here.
Disregarding the '70s' preoccupation with "fusion"
music, the quintet has
reunited to play straightforward, no frills jazz, as
refreshing and innovative as it
was ten years ago.
Ron Carter puts it best:
"...playing this music once
again might require a few
changes from a physical
standpoint...but it's not a
change from an emotional
point of view. Just because
some of the forms we're
playing date back ten years
doesn't mean they're not
contemporary."
The musicians, in turn,
push and pull each other to
new heights, leaving the
listener gasping for more.
Just listen to Hancock's
thoughtful, pinpoint-accurate
chorda 1 foundations for each
song and his frenetic solos on
"Darts" and "Byrdlike";
Hubbard's soaring flights of
fancy on "One of a Kind" and
the overall big-band urgency
of his horn; Williams, with his
fire-brand, non-stop drumming,
proving that a drum solo can
still be innovative on
"Lawra"; Shorter's moody,
introspective sax etchings on
"Little Waltz" and bis own
composition "Dolores"; and
finally, Carter's subtle
walking bass simultaneously
anchoring and propelling each
player.
This album is not merely a
"jam' of all-star musicians,
but an exciting, collective reevaluation of musical roots,
reflecting the growth and
maturity the band members
have achieved through their
1970s experiments with
electronic music.
A must for any jazz buff, it
is undoubtedly THE jazz
album of the year.

collision between a passenger
plane and a UFO oh their
radar screens.
At a house
in the country on the outskirts
of Indianapolis a little boy
named Barry is awakened by
a warm and gentle breeze and
a flurry of activity among his
mechanical toys. His mother
Jillian (Melinda Dillon) gets
up and finds the toys running
amuck and her child gleefully
running away.
Finally, a power company
lineman named Roy Neary,
played by Richard Dreyfuss,
is summoned from an evening
at home in the suburbs with
his wife, Ronnie
(Teri
Garr), and their three kids.
While assisting in the
emergency work caused by a
sudden and unexplicable
power failure, Neary encounters a UFO and undergoes a form of illumination

their obsession and concur rent
struggles with the demands of
everyday life. The plot especially begins to wear thin
when Neary spooks his family
with erratic behavaior and
struggles to reach Devil's
Tower, where Lacombe's
team is laying out the
welcome mat while being
safe-guarded
and
camouflaged by the military.
This is the only noticable
weakness of the film but is not
so overpowering that it deters
from the general overall effect.
Spielberg's 30-minute
finale is beautifully organized
and visualized, with the
spacecraft materializing
from the heavens to dart and
cavort about the mountaintop
before the third and final
encounter—contact.
The most impressive sight

WARM WEATHER caused local streams to
overflow their banks as this stream did

/

saucer phenomenon. Unlike
some directors who seem to
have an affinity for terror,
Spielberg is considerate of his
audience.
What he has achieved on
film is a sweet imaginary
fulfillment of the longings for
verified extraterrestrial
contact, universal fellowship
and heroic endeavor felt to
varying degrees by UFO
freaks, armchair adventurers
and the Walter Mitty types at
heart.
Spielberg has undoubtedly
made a masterpiece which in
this writer's view is dead even
with Neil Simon's "The
Goodbye Girl" (which also
stars Richard Dreyfuss) for
best picture of the year. But
don't concern yourself with
difficult decisions—go see
them both.

Thursday on campus.
Photo by Mark Thompson
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Committee investigates need for chapel
(Continued from Pagel)
located in an existing building
or room since construction of
a chapel is not possible at this
time, Hall added.
"The campus needs a place
where solitude and quiet can
be sought by those requesting
it," said Gary Hallowed,
subcommittee member and
president of Inter-Hall
Council.
He added that
"nothing elaborate" is
required.
However, SGA President
Mike DeWitt questioned the
need for a chapel room on
campus since the Wesley
House and Baptist Student
Union are open to students at
all times.
A survey of other state
university and college chapel
locations, usage and designs,
in addition to faculty and

Inter-Hall Council reactions,
was requested by Hall.
In other business, constitutions were approved for
two newly formed campus
organizations--those interested in Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority and the James
Madison University Student
Chapter of the Virginia Music
Teachers Association and the
Music Teachers National
Assocaition
Approval of the first
organization, which currently
has 17 members, means the
constitution of Alpha Kappa
Alpha
sorority
will
automatically be approved
when the group is chartered
Feb. 12.

"We must be approved on
the campus before we are
accepted as a national
chapter," a club spokesman
said.
The JMU Student Chapter
of the Virginia Music
Teachers Association and the
Music Teachers National
Association is open to anyone
who has an interest and
background
in
music,
regardless of whether they
are a music major, according
to a club spokesman.
Also, the commission
appointed a subcommittee to
review the Charter for
Recognition of Student
Organizations which has been
in effect for eight years.

Prof appointed
to read AP tests

(JLP.B.

Dr. Jeanne Noatrandt,
assistant professor of English,
has received an appointment
from the Educational Testing
Service as reader of the 1978
Advanced
Placement
Examinations in English.
Notfrandt and college
educators from throughout
the United States will attend a
reading session at Rider
College June
n-i6The
reading session will evaluate
the essay portion of the Advanced Placement
tests
taken by selected high school
seniors throughout the nation.

r $2 off large!

edium!
Large savings on large and medium sizes!
Just bring this coupon into any Pizza Hut" restaurant
listed below for delicious eating at delicious savings. $2 00 off
on any large size or $1.00 off on any medium size pizza.
Your choice of mouth watering Thick n Chewy" pizza or
tasty Thin n Crispy" pizza, any toppings you like. Come on
in while the savings are hot!

Let yoursdfgo to these
Pizza Hut restaurants:
78 S. Carlton St., Harrisonburg
^-0676
2^85 S. Main St., Harrisonburg ^Hllf
1*33-1821

L
i

One coupon per pizza, please Oder valid with this coupon on regular menu
prices only through February 18, 1978.
Not valid on any other promotional otter
^^

.

I97H. Pim Hue. IIK

i^s'iiMim I ,1

-i

Logo Contest

This contest will be open to
all JMU students (members of the
UPB Executive Council are not *
eligible). This logo will be used
in all UPB activities; therefore,
we would like a logo that will fit
all of our needs( all correspondence ,
T-shirts, posters, etc.).
All
entries must be at least 3" by 5"
and a maximum size of 12"by 12"!A11
entries must be a finished product
in black and white.The prize will
be a CASH AWARD of $2.5.00 to the
best design chosen by a selected
Panel of five UPB members.Deadline
date isThursdaV»February l6th,and
all entries must be brought to the
UPB office in the Campus Center by
this date.Please include your name',
P.O. Box Number and Phone Number
on the back of each design
vhe winner will be announced on
Friday, February2^-th in the ''.C.C.
and in the Breeze.For information
call the UPB office at ^33-6217.

Werners 7 Day Market
"party package store"

tues—wed-thurs
MILLER HIGH LIFE 7 oz. 8 pk.—1.59
OLD MIL 12 pk.
2.99
TUB0RG GOLD 6 pk.
^.79
C00RS 6 pk.
2.88
BALLENTINE6 pkr
—1.291
PETER HAND EXTRA-LITE 6 pk.
L39
"THE LITTLE WINE CELLAR"
GALL0-ASS0RTED S-MAGNUM
i+.oo.
FRANZIA-CHAMPAGNE,COLD DUCK—1.99
MEIERS COLD DUCK
1-99
BOONE'S FARM ASST. FLAVORS—l'29
ASSORTED SNACK CRACKERSTONY'S PIZZAS ASSORTED * Werner s

-.69
1.09

•High'

■8 +-MAINJMU

*******************************************

t Avoid lines-Reserve Ski's in Advance **

RENTALS I
available
#

at

Hey Sports
Annex
124 S. Main St.

Complete line off Skit, Boots,
Banding*, Ski Clothes and
Accessories
We sharpen and wax skis

-

*
*
#

*

Call 433-8185

l*******************************************M*****************

Poster Giveaway
REGISTER NOW

^tfHNaW^
( RECORDS
n»«.»-«.

Dr. Carrier to attend
White House conference
James Madison University
President Ronald Carrier is
attending the White House
Conference on Balanced
National
Growth
and
Economic Development being
held this week in Washington,
DC.
Former Virginia Gov. Mills
Godwin selected Dr. Carrier
as one of eight Virginians to be
invited to the conference by
President Jimmy Carter.
Other Virginians named to

#

*******************************************

LYNYRD SKYNYRD &&jjk
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Precision Cuts
and Body Perms1
for the curly
look!

Coiffures
Lorren
AREDKENSalon
434-7375
48 W. Elizabeth

Read The
Breeze
Km AttomoH*
hrtt & AuMoritt

DRAWING FEB 4
special priced new releases
George Benson
Ted Nugent
Emmylou Harris

attend the conference are:
Julian Carper of Richmond,
president of the Virginia State
AFL-CIO; Roie Godsey of
Charlottesville, senior vice
president of Virginia National
Bank; Mayor Ann Kilgore of
Hampton; Mayor Henry
Marsh III of Richmond;
William Mohr of Richmond,
president of the Virginia State
Chamber of Commerce; and
Maurice Rowe and Earl
Shiflet of Richmond, both
members of Gov. Godwin's
Cabinet.
About 500 persons from
around the country will take
part in the conference.
Discussions at the conference will center on six
major themes: strengthening
local economics, people and
jobs,
government
and
budgets, the geography of
growth, government and
management of growth, and
streamlining government.
Carrier took part last fall in
a regional conference, the
Appalachian Conference on
Balanced
Growth
and
Economic Development.

it NaM fir a ettttltit Rat af rttlattMt*.
part* aVaaaaaaartaa far aatsaaatr ears. iaiaarM
itff. traaka, »las aaiaf. H* M iRtcaaaias
taaaRti
•*, 14 KH> A.trUt ^
MH§r hrtt hi. if H$rrif*k*r9 4S3-$S5t
Hihrhrtt hi. if trMd**fJ9t-7$4$

CWM

and more

uditlon4

Buying a car?
Make it simple

There's No Business Like . . .
the exciting world of Show Business in our Theme Parks:
,«M<:rVK:fMX:StlMS

KINGS ISLAND - Cincinnati, Ohio
KINGS DOMINION - Richmond, Va.
CAROWINDS - Charlotte, N.C.
Shows are presented with complete scenery,
costumes, staging and choreography in fully
equipped theatres and on modern outdoor stages
for spring and fall weekends and the entire
summer. There are openings for:

WtCIVH: IWHMi HsW ►'

SINGER/DANCERS AND MUSICIANS-$155 to $200 a week
TECHNICIANS-$145 to $165 a week

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY'

HdiuBuuLurg, Virginia
Chandler Hall
Shenandoah Room
Fri.. Feb. 3,1-4 pm

III \riK'iH J t.-Jjv llivrv .irv it-. k-«"I* N«.hi. >* ijfM.. it*.rsc
Iki '•■*! ••* ihji rteVMMhlrl
•4 >ytrw i» jhsiJiiul* -Utyci'nit
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ttt irtCI •*>!• |blW kllHli ie) , j|.
IKv (iis.' ijur NtiK-% * HIjitk .•
J • ,h..l hill hl.Ki M .'Ji-.i «,bll
»> ■MManh »nh .unjjij hMiam
■IMII
I a.II

KINGS DOMINION
Doawell. Virginia
Mason Dixon Music Hall
Sun.. Feb. 5
Group* 10-Noon Other* 12-5 pm
Also: Feb. 25-28 (Tech. only)

IkH -litfru". hiitCl In- < V(( '*
i-.iil.ifM. j» i .' .I...i «Citin v-Ji-el

>ui.hh*i -Oi. «.«.« luls.,
i.-mo j. j >-Six-rJhjhhhj. . 1H
.•«fNC.J«(.«N|-\(. midckiK
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■ hll I iiXX"< JIHt n>M ItiiwrNNit
\-.i-nT »'-:* r> |"-»«-ml li> iiMinn
<A(< vrwuK IKjiim |v7* ih.x
win- nilei\ .' ch«"n- Ihc Vm.i.l
-ItdlrK !K- \..<«UI.V *!■»* I*
» inuiiHi run J h* a king
\i lfc*n.lj *c Jim i iMuhl .*,-s K>* "*••
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Front Wheel Drive Runs on Regular Gas
Singer/ Dancen and Musician* — Please bring music in correct key and wear clothes suitable lor dancing
Technicians — Please bring a resume to the special Park interviews
Tor more information please write KINGS PRODUCTIONS 1906 Highland Ave . Cincinnati, Ohio 4S219.

...

ivii. Emm.
Authoriitd HONDA

DNKT

ROUTE II SOUTH, STAUNTON
r?l»n« 4^,2357. or »«;7»!0
<W6«llyltol;W.ltoV
■ 'N.^-OH-. ,s*r
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Chrysalis entries
by Bill Hechin & Brant Parker

CROCK

9K^

Student submissions for the
spring issue of Chrysalis will
be accepted through Feb. 3.
Art submissions are accepted
Monday. Wednesday and
Friday in Zirkle 12 from 3-5
p.m. Literary submissions
can be mailed to Chrysalis,
P.O. Box 4112. For more
information, call Gordon at
433-2831.

Special Olympics
Anyone interested in
coaching a child for Special
Olympics please contact Sally
Lovegren by calling 7320 or
writing to P.O. Box 2246.

Announcements
Disco dance

Jewish Youth

Planetarium shows

Physics seminar

The University Jewish
Youth, a new organization on
campus for any student who
"has an interest in Judaism,
will meet on Feb. 1 at 7 p. m in
the campus center room C.
After the meeting, the group
will visit the Village Pub. If
you are interested, please
call: Ellen Schimmel-4614,
Celia Hoffman-5024, or Carl
Levin-4096

"The Cosmic Frontier," a
planetarium show, will be
shown in the Miller Hall
Planetarium Feb. 2 and 9 at 7
and 8 p.m. On Feb. 16 and 23
"Leo from Dusk to Dawn" will
be shown at 7 and 8 p.m.

Professor T.G. Williamson
of the Department of Nuclear
Engineering
and
Engineering Physics at the
University of Virginia will
present a seminar Feb. 6 at 4
p.m. in Miller 109.
The
seminar topic will be "Radioisotopes
in
Tobacco
Research."

Psi Chi interviews
Psi Chi, the national honor
society for psychology majors
and minors, will hold interviews for prospective
members Feb. 7 at 7 p.m. in
roomC of the campus center.
Anyone having an overall
GPA of 3.00 and a psychology
GPA of 3.25 is encouraged to
attend. Transcripts are
required and should be obtained from the records office
prior to the interview. Psi Chi
members are encouraged to
participate.

Ash Wednesday
There will be an Ash
Wednesday Mass on Feb. 8 at
7 p.m. in Godwin in rooms 342,
343, and 344.

Sociology club
An organizational meeting
for a sociology club will be
held Feb. 1 at 3:30 p.m. in
Johnson 204. At this meeting,
plans for a trip to the annual
meeting of the sociological
honorary society, Alpha
Kappa Delta, on Feb. 17 in
Richmond will be discussed.
All students interested in the
club are invited to attend.

Film
The Bogart Film Festival
has been rescheduled for Feb.
U at 7:30 p.m. in Wilson Hall.

Lenten retreat
Catholic Campus Ministry
is sponsoring a LentenRetreat
from Feb. 10-12. The cost is
$7. The retreat is open to all
students.
For more information or an application,
' contact Karen at P.O. Bex
3125.

Play auditions
Alpha Sigma Tau will
sponsor a disco dance
featuring "Time Machine"
Feb. 3 from 8-12 p.m. in the
campus center ballroom.
Admission will be $.75.

Auditions will be held for
the JMU Theatre production
of Milan Stitt's "The Runner
Stumbles" Feb. 4 from 1-4
p.m. in Moody Hall's Blackwell Auditorium. The play
will be held in the JMU Experimental Theatre April 6-8.

Writing lab
Students concerned about
any aspect of college-level
writing may dome to the
Writing Lab f oriwjjvidualized
help. The lab is available to
all students and is located in
Sheldon 112. Lab hours are 1-5
p.m., Monday through
Thursday.
For additional
information, call Mrs.
Hoskins at 6401 or just stop by.

Curriculum ideas
The subcommittee on
innovative curriculum and
new programs of the role and
scope committee would like to
hear ideas from students.
Please submit any ideas to
P.O. Box M-41 or to the deans
of the schools of arts and
sciences, education or
business by Feb. l at noon.

*.•
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NAVY
NUCLEAR PROPULSION.
THE FASTEST WAY UP
IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING.
If you're majoring in engineering, math
or physical sciences, put four education
to work in tomorrow's energy today- nuclear power.
Juniors and seniors can earn up to
$6,500 during their senior year, a commission after graduation, attend one year
of the most comprhensive training available in nuclear power today and receive
a salary well over the top 10% of engineers in industry.
The Navy. When it comes to nuclear power, no one can give you the same opportunity

'
Contact the Navy Officer
Information Tjar.i, Placement
Office, 9 a.r:. - 4 p.m.
Jan. 31 t< Feb. 2
Or call toll <ree: 1-900-552-

,..,....

r.47.

Uj Pizza and Italian
Jt
Restaurant
THIS

WEEKS SPECIALS

Tuesdays lasagna&manicotti
specials
50c off dinner
Wednesday vealparmagiani with
special
spaghetti 50c off
75c off large ormedium pizza
Thursdays - spaghetti w/meat sauce or
special
meik balls 50c off
75C off eggplant parmagiani w/spaghetti
Sal S 885 E. Market St.
11 am- 11 pm
om Sun. - Thurs.
lam - lam Fri &Sat,

'Well-acted , fine soap opera'
(Continued from Page 4)
lingers, an otherwise unnoticed but in this case
uniquely effective device for
telling (he audience about
Prince.
Sarah (Doreen Murray)
was a stiff stereotype,
breaking out of the mold only
on rare occasions. There
seemed little variety in her
interpretation of the streetwise harlot.
With the mere curl of her
lip, Kim Ellis was able to
become Nurse Baum, the
standard disagreeable nurse,
but let a long-repressed
concern for humanity show at
certain moments simply by
the way she glanced about or
turned her head.
Pam Amos and Trina Koon,
who alternated as Ada Kayhill,
offered contrasting
interpretations of the nosey
Yankee neighbor. While
Amos' accent was more obnoxious and her manner more.
overbearing, Koon's toneddown version was probably'
the more credible of the two.
The two smallest parts
were given two of the best
treatments. As the feeble
Gertie
Mueller,
Mary
Ruberry's thick
German
accent was excellent and she
maintained her decrepit
posture even to the tips of her
fingers.
Although he had no lines,
Jonesey (Warner Crocker)
was strangely touching,
especially his brief, poignant.

pause beside Taminy's bed
after her miscarriage.
Generally, "The Empty
Cradle" was better when the
cast took the show at a slower
pace. By rushing their
deliveries they lost intensity
and failed to accent some of
the script's more humorous
lines, causing them to merely
blend into the rest of the
dialogue.
Several times they were too
quick with their exits, being
already up and moving before
the lights were completely
out.
One extremely disturbing
directorial decision was the
blocking of an inordinate
amount of the action at far
stage right. Many in the
audience had to literally crane
their necks to catch even a
glimpse of the scenes in this
area.
This was most unfortunate
for so much of the expression
in "The Empty Cradle" is
found in minute details, the

twitch of a finger, the look in
an eye.
The experimental theatre
format offers an opportunity
for the audience to be close to
the stage and catch these
small movements, yet the set
design for "The Empty
Cradle" did not afford this.
Reversing the set design
for that part of the stage or
changing
the
seating
arrangement would have'
prevented a large portion of
the audience from missing
some of the best scenes.
The choice of lighting for
several scenes is
worth
noting-the single bulb for the
attic and the closing where
Taminy is left looking very
much like a corpse while
separate lights were trained
on Harry and the empty
cradle.
It may have borne a close
resemblance to a soap opera,
but it was a well-acted soap
opera.

Circle K members honored for work
Three members of Circle K
service club were honored
recently at the annual awards
dinner of the Blue Ridge
Chapter of the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society,
held Jan. 12 at the Holiday Inn
in Harrison burg
Cited for their work in
Circle K's Third Annual
Haunted House (which took
place last October) were Pete
Fakoury, co-director of the
project, awarded with a
Certificate of Appreciation,
and Chuck Berlin, Circle K
president and project codirector, presented with a

Blue Ridge Chapter Service
Plaque.
This is the
organization's second highest
award for service.
Also at the meeting, Nancy
Lengyel, governor of the
Capital District of Circle K
International and JMU Circle
K member, received special
thanks for her services as
Chapter Youth Coordinator
and member of the chapter's
board of directors. Lengyel
was also re-elected to her
second term, and Berlin was
elected to the board for 197879.
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Clacks, chings
(Continued from Page l)
were almost
always people waiting in line
to use them, said Mike Way,
assistant director of student
activities. Now there is only
one foosball machine which
does not get used nearly as
often.
Fads may affect some
facets of the game room, but
pool and pinball are constantly popular, Way said.
"I'm addicted to pinball
machines and pool tables,"
said one regular when asked
why he spends so much time
in the game room. About $300
a week on pool
fees and a
"pretty good1' sum on pinball
machines is used for maintenance of the campus center,
according to Way.
The game room is run on a
commercial basis as a benefit
to the students, Way said.
This game room differs from
the privately owned pool halls
in its cleanliness and cheaper
rates-one penny per minute
for pool. A game room run
expressly for business pur-

poses would remove the ping
pong table because it fails to
make money, Way
§aid
but the campus center game
room tries to provide as many
recreational opportunities as
possible.
The recreation and games
are important when considered alone, but some game
room fans have other reasons
for using this facility. "It's
good as a way to release
classroom tensions," said one
regular.
"You can meet all types of
people in the game room,"
according to another student.
"I'm a commuter and this
is a good way to spend time
between classes," said a
student while shooting pool.
"There's a magnet that just
seems to draw me in here,"
according to another game
room enthusiast.
For whatever reason, the
clack, ping, squeak, ching"
of the game room is and
-probably will continue to be
a soothing song to some
students.

Pot arrests increase
(CPS)-Marijuana arrests increased dramatically
last year after declining in 1975 for the first time in ten
years.
According to the FBI's annual Uniform Crime
Reports released in September, 441,000 arrests occurred. The figure almost equals 1974's figure of 445,000
arrests.
A frightening aspect of law enforcement attention and
activity was revealed in the report The number of
marijuana arrests in 1976 were more than the total
combined arrests for the violent crimes of criminal
homicide, rape, robbery and aggravated assualt
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Wednesday Feb. 15th 8:30
TICKETS: $4.50 JMU I.D.
$5.50 Public
[•••••••••••••••••**•••••••*•*****************

FORT LAUDERDALE
SPRING

BREAK

IN

Vw

FLORIDA

SAT. MARCH4-9 5 sights
AT

The Seasons of Lauderdale
$219 QUAD ROOM
ALL TRANSFERS BETWEEN HOTEL AND AIRPORT
SPACE

LIMITED-RESERVE

NOW

reservation coupon
im
Clip & mail to: Turner Travel Service, 1029 S. High St., Harrisonburg.VA 22801
Enclosed is my check for $50 deposit to secure my reservation on the Spring
Break in Fort Lauderdale Tour March 4-9, 1978. I understand that the
balance will be due by Feb. 10 -- and that my deposit'will be refunded in
full if I should cancel by Feb. 10.
Name
Phone
Full Address
Will share room with (1)

w

w

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: Turner Travel
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT Turner Travel Service
1029 South High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703) 433-2438
OR CONTACT: Jim Rayfield, J.M.U. Box L-35-- Campus Phone 433-6217
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WINNER OF 5 ACADEMY AWARDS!

CRACK THE SKY
Thurs. Feb. 2
Immediately following the
Arkansas basketball game
WCC Ballroom
$1.00
.25
discount

METRO-GODWYN-MAYER mmm A CARLO PONTI PRODUCTION

DAVID LEAN'S FILM
OF BORIS PASTERNAKS

DOCTOR ZHilAGO

■UMNO

GERALDINE CHAPLIN JULIE CHRISTIE TOMCOURTENAY
A1ECGUINNESS ■ SKSHAN McKENNA RALPH RCHARD80N
OMAR SHARIFIASMWM ROD STEIGER RffAlUSHINGHAM
ROBERT BOLT- DAVID LEAN
Wed.. Feb. 1
750 with ID
Running Time: 193 min.

IN mmwr AND METROCOLOR

$1.00 without I.D.
7:30 p.m.
(G)

25c Discount !
With this coupon
To first IfOO ticket holders

COFFEE HOUSE
ATTNE

&***

JAZZ

THE EFFECT UPON

featuring
WILLIE NINNGER
Free 8pm
Tues Jan 31
V

THE AUDIENCE IS DEVASTATING

WILSON HALL
Fri. Feb. 17 8PM
JMU/ID Reserved Tickets $3.00
Public Reserved Tickets $^.00
Locations! UPB Box Office,
The Musei Mason's, Blue Mt
Records
Tickets on sale Feb.l llAM-itPM
«*.
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Dukes lose to Rams in overtime
By KEN TERRELL
With a packed crowd in
Sinclair Gymnasium
screaming at its intimidating
best, Virginia Commonwealth
University's Penny Elliott
sank two free-throws with notime remaining in overtime to
boost the Rams over James
Madison University 60-59,
Saturday night.
The loss dropped the
Duke's record to 10-6 while the
Rams ran their season mark
to 16-2, tops in the ECAC.
The Dukes appeared to
have the game in hand with 50
seconds left in the overtime
period . Sherman Dillard hit
an 18 foot jumper to give JMU
a 59-58 lead then came up with
a steal with 28 seconds
remaining.
•"
VCU waited for Jack
Railey, JMU's lowest percentage free-throw shooter on
the floor (39 percent) to
handle the ball, and then
fouled him with eight seconds
remaining. The Rams controlled the rebound off
Railey's first attempt and
thought they had won the
game when Danny Kottak
shot successfully from 20 feet.
However, the VCU bench
had called time out before
Kottak released his shot.
Ram head coach Dana Kirk
said afterwards, "I didn't

r

Sports

think there had been a timeout because I didn't want a
time-out.
I didn't call it
myself."
With three seconds on the
clock, Elliott took a lob pass
under the basket and drew a
foul from the Dukes' Steve
Stielper on the unsuccessful
layup at the buzzer.
"The play was designed to
go to Elliott," Kirk commented. "We knew he'd either
get the two-pointer or the foul,
and he's our best man on the
line."
Stielper, who was victimized on the play said. "I
shouldn't have been fronting

him. Coach said watch out for
the lob. I should have been
ready."
After a VCU time-out,
Elliott stepped to the line as
the other players stood
powerlessly on the sidelines
and the crowd of 5,300 filled
the gym with noise.
"I could hear the crowd
from both sides," Elliott said.
"I tried to block them out, but
I could only block half of it
out." Still, both shots were
certain from the time they left
his hand.
Poor free throw shooting is
what enabled JMU to take the
(Continued on Page 16)

JMU cheerleader struck,
as home fans hurl blocks
Dave
McCormick,
a
member of the James
Madison
University
cheerleading squad, was
struck below the right eye by
one of the wooden blocks
thrown from the JMU stands
after Saturday night's game.
McCormick suffered a,
bruise under the eye as a
result of the incident, but xrays revealed no fracture.
"It's not even black," McCormick said the following
morning, "I was just scared
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that it hurt the eye and I was
drained from the game. They
said it knocked me out for a
few moments."
It is not known at this time
whether the wooden blocks
handed out before the game as
noise-makers
will
be
distributed at ensuing games.
"Personally, I wouldn't
mind handing the blocks out
with a pre-game warning,"
McCormick commented, "but
I doubt if the administration
will allow it. I know they
weren't throwing at me, but
they were throwing at tr
VCU players and tha£s_
bad.'
McCormick
sard
he
"doesn't hold a grudge"
against the person-who threw
the block , and that even if
he met him he would probably
just tell him it was a stupid
thing to do."

FORWARD TYRONE SHOULDERS (34) gets his shot blocked
.

jaynes returns:

Women drop AU,
end losing streak
By RON HARTLAUB
Bette Notaro's 24 points
-and 11 rebounds lea the
women's basketball team to a
69J64 victory over American
University Saturday night.
The win snapped a threegame losing streak,and added
success to the return of James
Madison University head
coach Betty Jaynes. Jaynes
had been out since mid\

Notaro: making her father proud...
/ *

u*%
BETTE NQTARO .(43) movers, *. .lop^ .^1} .during Saturday's win
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By RON HARTLAUB
Behind most successful athletes, there is a
parent that pushes them along the way. James
Madison University's Bette Notaro is no different in that respect.
Notaro, a 5-foot-8 senior forward on the
women's basketball team, credits her father
for her success in the sport.
"What he says is what goes. He gave me a
lot of confidence that I hav« now."
Notaro is in her fourth year with the JMU
basketball team. Her 12.3 scoring average is
second on the team, and tied for twelfth in the
state. She also contributes an average of 6.7
rebounds a game.
Assistant coach Pam Wiegardt describes
Notaro as "a team leader, and probably the
best thinker we have on the court."
Notaro has added a new dimension to her
game this year-an outside shot. She said her
father convinced her to start taking the open
outside shot.
In the past, the outside shot was not her
strength.
Notaro recalls the game last year against
North Carolina with JMU trailing by two with
only seconds left. According to Notaro, coach
Betty Jaynes instructed the team to "give it
(the ball) to anybody but Bette."
Somehow Notaro ended up with the ball, and
the last second outside shot went in to tie Are
game. The Duchesses went on to win in
overtime.
Notaro's biggest advantage is her inside
moves to the basket. Some of the drives she
makes inside are unorthodox in women's
basketball, but the fact that she is the second
best percentage shooter among JMU regulars
speaks for itself.
"I do whatever comes natural. The only
reason 1 know they're (her shots) weird is
because people tell me."
Notaro is the only senior on this year's
team, and she has taken over the job of being a
team leader and co-captain.
• ' •
(Continued on Pagr. 15)

November for an operation to
remove a pair of slipped discs
in her back.
American came into the
game with a 5-1 record, led by
freshman forward Alice
Butlers 30 point per game
average JMU got Butler in
early foul trouble and held the
Eagle's star to only 16 points.
"We were trying to put
some pressure on
her
(Butler)," Jaynes said, "and
force her out with our zone."
With just under 15 minutes
left in the first half, JMU's
Notaro drew the third foul on
Butler, and hit a pair of free
throws to give the Duchesses
an 8-6 lead. Butler tied the
score at eight before leaving
the game.
Over the next nine minutes,
JMU outscored American 162, opening up a 14 point
margin. The Eagles dwindled
the lead down to 32-27 at the
half, but Butler picked up her
fourth foul in the process.
In the* second half, neither
team could open a sizeable
margin. A basket by Notaro
with four minutes remaining
gave the Duchesses a 59-58
lead, which American never
overcame.
Foul trouble plagued the
Eagles, as all five starters
eventually fouled out. The
Duchesses took advantage by
hitting 21-30 (70 percent)from
the foul line, including several
clutch free throws in the final
minutes to seal the victory.
One decisive advantage in
the second half for JMU was
the presence of a large, vocal
crowd. The women's game
preceeded the JMU-VCU
men's game, and many
spectators arrived early
enough to lend their support to
the Duchesses.
"I think that the crowd
helped us a lot," Jaynes said.
"I think the kids felt real good
about it. It's nice to have that
type of support,"
Besides Notaro, three other
JMU players scored in double
figures.
Mendy Childress
scored 12. and Sharon Cessna
and Kathy Peter . each
chipped in 10 points.
The win \eft, J, MU with a, 5-7
record.

VCU has the pleasure of the final jump

Hacking

Around
By PAUL McFARLANE
The JMU-Virginia Commonwealth University
basketball game Saturday
night became a jump-off
between two partisan, highly
emotional groups that saw
VCU have the final leap.
The teams on the court
certainly did some jumping of
their own during the game,
but it was the fans, the
coaches and the players on the

bench for each team that wore
their shoes down in the JMU
overtime loss.
It was an emotional game
for several reasons, none of
which was more important
than the 5,300 fans -300 more
than the listed capacity--who
made the game interesting.
"That was a robust crowd
with great enthusiasm," VCU
head coach Dana Kirk simplified. "It definitely had had
an effect on us, and it had an
effect on Lorenza (Oh-for-five
Watson» on the line."
Yet the elder members of
the JMU coaching staff, i.e.
Lou
Campenelli,
John
Thurston and Ernie Nestor,
showed very little initial
response to a crowd that
surpassed even their most
hopeful of dreams.
Only
Graduate Assistant Gerry
Vaillancourt flashed a smile
several times during warmups and urged the crowd on

when they occasionally fell
below deafening.
"They (the crowd) were
great," Vaillancourt said.
"What else could you say.
They did everything we asked
of them."
And it wasn't very long
before the jumping began. A
strong VCU faction that
travelled in buses (with open
bars) from Richmond battled a strong home-town
crowd, whose mix resulted in
a charged-up Godwin Hall
which resulted in a chargedup Campanelli.
Eight minutes into the first
half, Campanelli jumped way
up when freshman Steve
Blackmon hit a driving layup
off a fast break that gave JMU
an 11-10 lead.
It took only seven more
minutes to get Thurston into
the act. When VCU called time
out with 5:02 remaining in
the half after JMU scored five

unanswered points, Thurston
had done several times this
out-jumped Campanelli.
year, was perched, but Dillard
Then everybody got into the
lost his timing and the dunk.
act for JMU when Pat Dosh
hit a 20-foot jumper at the ' Steve Stielper brought the
buzzer to bring the Dukes JMU fans back to their feet
within one, 29-28 at halftime.
when he left his, diving for an
The second half had its errant pass, apparently
share of jumping as well.
mistaking the purple border
Tyronne Shoulders got things around the floor for somethinggoing at 16:15 when he blocked
softer than wood.
a shot and Jeff Cross retrieved
Then Watson, who had been
the blocked ball at the side- on the VCU bench with three
line, saving it to Dosh. Dosh personal fouls, got his own
threw it the length of the court fans to stand by merely
to Shoulders who, leaning out reporting back into the game
of bounds, then saved it to with 10:29 to go.
Sherman Dillard. Dillard
But the 5,300 people really
couldn't hit the shot but did showed their jumping ability
just as well by drawing the at the end of regulation time.
foul on Gerard Henderson and JMU went into its tease ofhitting the two free throws. fense at 2:17 in an attempt to
The fans were ready to leap use up some time, planning
as high as Dillard can witn for one shot. With 30 seconds
12:36 remaining when the to go, the Dukes called
senior broke away from the timeout to set up the final
pack. The crowd, expecting a attempt.
slam dunk the way Dillard
(Continued on Page 14)
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'It's only a game9
JMU'S WOODY LAWMAN (on the bottom)
struggles with Rick Hipp in Wednesday's meet
against the University of Pittsburg-Johnstown.

Lawman lost this match 134 in the 134-lbs.
weight class, and JMU lost the meet 33-7.
Photo by Bob i.everone

Wrestlers lose to U.PittJ, 33-7
By DENNIS SMITH
"The score looks like..., but
it was a lot closer," James
Madison
University's
assistant wrestling coach
Richard Besnier said of the
Dukes' 33-7 loss at the hands of
the University of PittsburgJohnstown Thursday night.
UP-J allowed the Dukes to
win only the first match and
tie two others.
Besnier
believes JMU was in every
match but the "inexperienced" Dukes, which had
eight freshmen wrestling,
made too many mental
mistakes.
JMU's Dennis Herndon
(118 lbs.) scored four points in
the final 10 seconds of his
match to take a 11-7 decision
over Rick Schulz, and gave
the Dukes their only lead of
the match 3-0.
Schulz
scored
two
takedowns compared to an
escape for Herndon to take a
4-1 first-period lead. In the
next period Herndon tied the
score 6-6 with an escape, a
takedown and a near/all
Schulz had a nearfall in the
period.
An escape with 2:47 left in
the match gave Schulz a 7-6
lead. However, Herndon got a
nearfall and a takedown to
win the match.
UP-J's Randy Hipp (126)
got three nearfalls in his 14-0
rout of JMU's Pepper Martin.
Hipp took a 2-0 lead on a
takedown in the first period.

In the second round, Hipp
made two nearfalls and a
reversal to expand his
margin, 10-0.
He added
another nearfall and wop
riding time in the third period.
Rick Hipp (134) had a
nearfall, a reversal and riding
time in the third period to beat
JMU's Scott Lawman 13-6,
Lawman took a first period
lead with a takedown, a
nearfall and an escape to
Hipp's reversal and a
takedown. Lawman got a 6-4
lead on a slamming penalty
against Hipp. But Hipp got a
nearfall to grab a 7-6 margin
going into the third oeriod.
The two wins gave the
University of PittsburgJohnstown a 8-3 lead.
JMU's Stave Dannenberg
and UP-J's Jim Vitalie then
tied 5-5 in the 142 weightclass
Dannenberg grabbed an
early 2-0 lead on a takedown.
In the second period. Dannenberg got another takedown
and Vitalie made an escape,
leaving the score 4-1. Dannenberg expanded his lead to
5-1 with an excape with 50
seconds left in the match.
However. Vitalie had a
takedown and a nearfall in the
last 20 seconds to tie the
match.
Frank Penning (150) got
four early first period points
on route to his 6-6 decision
over JMU's Scott Breslin.
Penning got a takedown and a
nearfall with 1:03 left in the
first round. He made a '
>.

reversal in the third period to
expand his lead, and the
team's lead to 13-5.
UP-J's Bary Gresh (158)
made an escape and a
takedown late in the second
period to edge JMU's Scott
Utegaard, 4-2. Utegaard took
the lead in the first period on a
takedown, but Gresh's three
second-period points and
riding time gave him the win.
UP-J expanded its lead to 28-5
on first-period pins by Ron
Lepley (167) over the Dukes'
Ben Hatch with 1:04 gone and
Ron Matse (177) over JMU's
Jim Jones with 1'58 gone.
In the 190 weight-class, UPJ's Rich Bishop made two
takedowns and an escape in
the third period, to tie JMU's
Dale Eaton, 7-7.
Bishop scored first with a
takedown in the first period.
Eaton got a reversal to tie the
score, 2-2, then made an
escape and takedown to take
the lead, 5-2. Eaton received
an escape and riding time in
the third period.
UP-J's Sean Isgan scored a
takedown with less than 24
seconds left and riding time in
his 4-3 heavyweight win over
the Dukes' John Kubesh.
Kubesh lead 3-1 until the
final seconds on a takedown
and an escape compared to an
escape for Isgan.
The Dukes' next wrestling
match is against Lynchburg
College in Lynchburg, Va. on
Feb. 1 at 7:00 p.m.

Like-most JMU students who witnessed Saturday
nights basketball game, I was heart-sick at the close
loss. However, I was almost literally sick moments
after the game when I saw a wooden block, thrown
from the stands, strike one of the JMU cheerleaders
directly in the eye with enough force to send him
writhing on the floor in shock and pain.
The block that struck him was only one of many
thrown by the JMU crowd.
That senseless, violent act wasn't the only shameful
display by the home crowd that night. During the
game a VCU player was injured on the court. While
the player was lying on the floor in obvious pain, many
in the crowd jeered and booed him.
I know this will sound obvious and cliche to most of
the sports fans here, but evidently some of you haven't
been told—it's only a game!
Certainly the coaches and the players on the team
want the avid, vocal support of the JMU students. But
as a Dukes' assistant coach said earlier in an article on
these pages, "we don't want the students to throw
things..."
Although I was at first proud to be part of a student
body which could generate such a level of enthusiasm,
especially before the largest gathering of mediapeople at any home game so far this season, these two
disgraceful acts were enough to make me ashamed of
that association. I am consoled by the knowledge that
probably a comparatively small number of students
were responsible.
There is one more thing. In the frantic activity after
the cheerleader was hit, I overheard one student explain to another that the young man lying on the floor
was "accidently hit." I hope the individuals who are
responsible aren't foolish enough to rationalize their
actions in that manner.
When someone hurls a hard object into a crowd and
something other than the intended target is struck
that s no accident.
Ken Terrell

All for raising hell
Over the course of the past few weeks, I have been
reading and hearing about Lou Campanelli's crusade
to get students to raise hell at the home basketball
games. Mr. Campanelli and his staff have gone so far
as to imply that the students are apathetic about their
team.
I, for one, think the coaching staff could not be
further from the truth The students probably do feel
a certain loyalty to the team, but not to the extreme
Campanelli wants. I get the impression that he wants
^onanued.on .Page .4)
, . ,
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SATURDAY
College
Men's Basketball
.
VCU 60. James Madison 59
Old Dominion 64. William &
Mary 63
Virginia 81, N.C. State 73
South Carolina 71. Virginia
Tech 70
VMI 79. Citadel 61
American U. 77. Richmond
62
Washington & Lee 105.
Bridgewater 77
Chris Newport 97. E.
Mennonite 95 ot
Women's basketball
EMC 69. Chris Newport 47
William & Mary 60.
Bridgewater 59
Women's Swimming
VCU 76. James Madison 55
Men's Track
VMI 86.5. James Madison
41.5. William & Mary 34
High School
Boy's Basketball
Luray 85. Montevideo 83. OT
Central 70. Elkton 51
Turner
Ashby
61.
Waynesboro 55
Culpeper 102. W. Albemarle
43

*v

College
Women's Basketball
69.
James
M idison
American U. 64

ACC Standings
- \CC . Over
WI. . W L
16-2
6-1
North Carolina
15-4
4-2
Duke
4-2
14-2
Virginia
13-4
3-3
N. Carolina St
11-5
2-3
Wake Forest
12-6
1-5
Clemson
11-7
1-5
Maryland
Va. University Standings
State Over
W L
W L
4-0 14 -2
Virginia
5-1 16 -2
VCU
2-1 14 -5
VMI
2-1 12 -5
William & Mary
1-1 14 -3
Virginia Tech
1-4
7-10
Old Dominion
3-13
1-4
Richmond
James Madison
0-4 10 -6

VCU gets the final jump
(Continued from Page 13)
Roger Hughett, who had
been doing most of the
ballhandling during the tease,
drove to the basket with six
seconds left. At two seconds,
his shot and the fans went up
together, but Hughett threw
the shot too hard off the glass
and the fans sat down.
Going into overtime 52-52,
JMU stretch it to 57-54 before'
coach Kirk and company had
their chance. Stielper blocked
Edmund Sherod's shot in the
lane and the ball was knocked
out of bounds in the ensuing
scramble. When the officials
gave the ball to JMU, Kirk
went high off the bench in
protest.
But the VCU fans also had

the pleasure of the final jump
when, with no time on the
clock and no other players on
the
floor, Penny Elliott
converted two free throws
after a Stielper foul to give
VCU a 60-59 win.
The VCU players swarmed
Elliott, jumping up and down
as if they had won a championship game of some kind.
And in his office a few
minutes after the Rams had
won their 16th game, Campa nelli, disallusioned at what
had just taken place, said very
little. After a brief explanation of what happened,
Campanelli said, "We've got a
helluva team."
But this time he wasn't
jumping.

Midway Arco-Grocery —
__ Beer ^Snacks
Soft Drinks
Next to Campus on Main St.
* Special prices on Warm Beer*
>~r

<mm® UNQQN
Jolly Time Popcorn 3/S1.00
white or yellow 1 lb. bag
Budweiser 6 pack^2oz. 1.59

COME SHOP
BIG

Swimmers drop two on road
Bv HOLLY WOOLARI)
The James
Madison
University Women's swim
team lost two road meets this
past weekend, dropping the
Duchesses' record to 1-2.
William and Mary defeated
JMU 71-60. by capturing the
last two events.
"They
have
four
scholarship swimmers," said
co-captain Diane Cayce, "And
that makes a big difference."
The Duchesses won last
season's meet, against the
Indians, before William and
Mary
swimmers received
grants.
JMU also lost to defending
Virginia champion, Virginia
Commonwealth University,
76-55. Not only were the Lady
Rams out for revenge for the
Duchesses' upset last season,
but the VCU captain was
recently hospitalized and
"they were very much up for
the meet," said coach Skippy
Courtet.
"I was pleased with the
times considering where we
are in the season," stated the
coach. "By the time we get
around to states we should do
real well."
Co-captain Francis Kelley
was JMU's top swimmer
against VCU, recording firsts
in the 200-yard individual

medley and freestyle. She
also placed second in the 100yard butterfly.
"Our divers also did fantastic," said Courtet. Against
the Lady Rams, freshman
Teresa Norman won the optional and one-meter diving
events. Teammate Shirley
Hadley placed second in both.
Freshmen Marie Grosz and
Mary Kate Ferguson took two
seconds, each in the freestyle

Gymnasts win
The James
Madison
University gymnastics team
lost to EastStroudsburgl70-136
this past weekend in Pennsylvania.
Greg Frew placed second
in floor exercise for JMU. Cocaptain Ron Ferris captured
third in the high bar event.
Next weekend the men
travel to South Carolina to
compete against Citadel,
Jackson State and West Va.
University. The meet begins
Saturday at 7:00 p.m.

and
breastroke
events
respectively, against VCU.
Ferguson set a team record
for the 100 brefststroke. with
a time of 1:13.8.
Next
weekend
the
Duchesses travel to Virginia
Tech "It should be a great
meet," said Cayce.
Last
season the Gobblers touched
out JMU in the last relay of
the meet to edge the
Duchesses 69-62

All for raising hell at games
(Continued from Page 13)
me to worship his team to the point of making an ass
out of myself. I go to basketball games looking for good
play on both teams and hopefully a close, exciting
finish. With the exception of the Northeastern game,
the Dukes' home basketball games have been "hohum" affairs. The outcome of these games was
generally established mid-way through the first half.
Secondly, I believe the coaching staff should realize
that JMU basketball is not, and should not be the
center of a student's social life. College life should be
more than faithfully attending the home games come
hell or high water.
I personally know of several UVA students who do
not go to the Cavaliers' home games mainly because
they are just not interested in basketball. Judging from
the coaching staff's attitude, if anyone on this campus
made such a public statement, they would be drawn
and quartered or suspended from JMU.
Thirdly, I am getting fed up with the coaching
staff's opinion of how powerful the team is. They
certainly are not proving it by scheduling Division II
and Division III teams. The team's ability has to be
proven against Division I teams, not the others.
Lastly, the coaching staff has to stop demanding
respect and start establishing it. Ten years ago, UVA
was in the same situation the Dukes are presently in.
Now the fans pick up the few remaining tickets there,
go to the game and raise the hell Campanelli
desperately wants at JMU. This is only because now
the fans respect the Cavaliers. Several years ago they
could not give a hoot in hell whether they won or lost
and U-Hall (at UVA) sounded like a morgue. I believe
that if the coaching staff here keeps pushing the issue
of student "Non-support," then they will consequently
keep the respect and loyalty they desire from surfacing.
I hope Mr. Campanelli keeps this in mind before
blasting the students again for not yelling, screaming
and whatever else constitutes a "home-court advantage."
Richard Gardner
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It's One Great Surprise After Another!
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I.UU SALE

rob

New York Style

PIZZA
50' OFF Any Pizza Pie
with coupon

Front Wheel Drive

Runs on Regular Gas

SchlitzBeer Now on Tap
'

-

Sun.-Thurs. 11AM-12 midnight
Fri.-Sat.
11AAA-1AM
778 E. Market
Fast Carry Out
"fbtfer cjood thru\Jan. Only)

Authorized VOLKSWAGEN Dealer
ROUTE 11 SOUTH. STAUNTON
N.C. Dlr. 1570
Phone Mt-2357 or 942 78)0 Open Daily 8 to 8; Saturday • to 4
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Intramural proposals under counciTFdnsia'eTatloTi
Women's football may be dropped; soccer added next year
By WILLIAM SULLIVAN
The Executive Intramural
Council
has
discussed
proposals that may affect
several sports. Most have not
been voted upon by the nine
member board, but should be»
decided within two weeks,
council members said.
Some of the changes include:

be shifted from the spring to
the fall to ease scheduling
problems, council members
said.
Some proposed changes
are:.
-Women's volleyball will
be shifted to the spring, 1979
semester.
-Offsides in soccer may be
dropped. The offense will
score more goals, proponents
feel. Last season, several
games were decided on
penalty kicks. The amendment is expected to reduce
that occurence.
-The ejection rule for
men's soccer may be changed
to match flag football and
basketball. A player thrown
out of a soccer contest would
be suspended for two games.
-The eligiblity rule may be
modified. Players on the
active rosters of varsity
teams when the first intercollegiate game was held

--Women's soccer will be
instituted next fall while
women's flag football will be
dropped. A soccer clinic will
explain the rules to players
before the season starts,
Director of Intramurals
George Toliver said. Football
will be dropped for several
reasons. Several games were
decided by forfeit last season.
Also, many women don't know
football
rules,
council
member Cathy Wellman
claimed.
-Women's basketball will
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for a little
something different

would be ineligible.
-Golf and bowling may be
added to team sports. It would
"give marginal organizations
a chance to improve their
standings," Toliver claimed.
-The intramural program
may begin a drive for student
_blood donors. "That's part of a

By KEVIN CROWLEY
The men's track team
defeated William and Mary,
but took quite a beating from
VMI Saturday in one of the
years' first indoor tri-meets.
James Madison was
hampered by the injury of
their record breaking long and
triple jumper, Sam Onwuli.
"Sam injured his heel
before the start of the meet,
but it isn't too bad and he
should be back next week,"
said Coach Ed Witt. Even with
an injured heel, Onwuli
managed to grab a third place
finish in both the long and
triple jumps.
The day was not a total loss
for many of the individuals on
the team, especially Rick
Fontaine, Randy Brookshire,
Pete Desrosiers, and Dan Schmitt. the four members of the
mile relay team. The four not
only won their event, but in
the process set a new school
record for the relay at 3:30.1.
J.T. Blake was also a happy
man yesterday as he tied the
school record for the 60 yard

Budget Banquet

il owo lo be inai trie oest mine you could say
about Tuesday was thai il wasrVt Monday
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"I don't hold back as much
as I used to," she said,
describing her role as cocaptain. "I'm not afraid to say
anything anymore. I guess it's
tenure.
If things do go wrong, dad
is usually there. "Since high

JKCUUZM6
111
PUTS 1 ACCESSORIES
nt ALL
IMPOHEDCtfS

*

4TKUCD
rap«MCarhrfe
Special Discounts for Students Showing ID Cards
883 Chicago Ave.

Coach Witt summed up the
meet, saying, "We had some
fine individual performances,
but VMI is always extremely
good indoors, especially at
their own facilities. They have
beaten some of the better
teams around, VBL and North
Carolina St., included."
In the distance events,
Richard Ferguson came
through with a 9:33 third place
in the two mile. Mike Benshoff
ran a strong double with a 4:21
mile and a 9:40 effort in the
two mile.

Making Dad happy

"Yomr Import Farts «■■*«—ttmi
In Tmj Vail,/'
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dash. His winning time of 6.3
seconds tied the record that he
himself previously held.
Other outstanding performances were turned in by
pole vaulter Mike Perry, who
won his event by clearing 14
feet. Keith Pope completed
the 60 yard high hurdles in 7.4
seconds and chalked up yet
another victory to add to his
three meet win streak. The
team got a strong performance from George
Woodson in the 1000 yard run
as Woodson took first by
finishing in 2:16.8.

MOOTED CAR & TRUCK PARTS
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Why Tuesdays are
something else at
Arthur Treachers.

semester, he attends the
council sessions as an
"exofficio member."
In other news, men's fla
football has been "postpon _
until further nonce/' Toliver
said. If the froien turf is
Elowed now, the "fibers would
e torn," he commented.

Men's indoor track team loses
VMI, beats William & Mary

— 78 E. Market St. Harrisonburg, Va.

•

community
service
program," Toliver said.
Teams may receive points for
donating blood as an "optional
activity" he said.
Toliver is no longer a voting
member of the Executive
Intramural Council, he said.
After resigning earlier this

—*- - -« ■ •_ i
*
school,
he's been..
there every
game, until this year." This
year, the family has moved
from Springfield, Virginia to
New Jersey, making It more
difficult for her father to be at
all the games.

Notaro has seen the school
and the women's sport
program change in her four
years at JMU, including the
addition of women scholarship
players in basketball.
"I think it's good for the
players, if they know what
they're getting into. There is a
lot of pressure."
But for a women's
basketball player, there is
usually nothing for them in the
sport after college.
So as soon as this season is
over, Notaro will probably
hang up her uniform for good,
go into law enforcement as a
probation officer, and "get
married."
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VCU edges Dukes in overtime

j^-

(Continued from Page 121
contest into overtime. In a
game where the largest lead
they held was five points, the
Rams shot only 44 percent
from the foul line with an 8for-18 performance.
"The crowd
definitely
bothered our foul shooting. "
Kirk remarked.
Ren Watsqn. VCU's 6'9"
center missed five free throws
in the final eight minutes
when the visitors held only a
two point lead.
Alter trailing throughout
the second half, the Dukes
finally pulled even with VCU
on Pat Dosh's 18 foot jumper
with 4:21 remaining.
The Rams tried to stall and
work for the final shot twice in
the final minutes but lost the
ball once on a walking penalty
and again on Elliott's fourth
personal foul.
JMU held the ball in its own^
"tease" offense for the final"
two minutes. The Dukes
called a time-out with 30
seconds left to set up a final
shot, but guard Roger Hughett
had to force the ball inside^in
the final seconds and his
driving layup missed.
Talking quietly in his
darkened office after the
game, JMU head coach Lou
Campanellli said, "It's a
heartbreaking way to lose a
game. We did everything we
could to win."
Kirk said his team played a
"tremendous defensive
game." The Rams switched
into a pressing defense early
in the game and Kirk thought
"it bothered them, we kept

them out of their regular
offense."
Howfver.
JMU
outrebounded the Rams 33-29,
despite the presence of
Watson who currently ranks
tenth nationally in NCAA
Division I rebounding.
Steilper was dominant under
the boards for the game,
pulling down 11 rebounds.

Camera Shop

"I have to give it to
Steilper." Kirk remarked.
"He's a heck of a player."
Kirk also had high praise for
his own Gerald Sherrod. who
held JMU's Sherman Dillard
ten points below his average
point total with 12. Sherrod
finished with the second
highest point total on the night
with 21. two less than Steilper.

Portrait Studio
Complete Camera Supplies
and free Film on Kodaeolor

and B&W Film

20% DISCOUNT

Men swimmers #o 1 -2
By JOHN DAVIS
On a three meet road trip
over the weekend, the James
Madison University swimming team beat Millersville
State (Pa), 73-40, and lost to
Drexel, 74-38, and the
University of Delaware. 76-37,
in a double dual meet in
Delaware.
The expected win over
Millersville was accomplished
with ease as the Dukes placed
first in 12 of 13 events. Coach
Charles Arnold shifted and
substituted in many events to
give his swimmers a chance to
try something new.
In the Drexel-Delaware
meet. JMU could have used a
little sympathy as diver Mike
West and butterflyer Chris.
Weimerskirsh were the only
Dukes able to take overall
first places.
In addition to West's
overall first in the three meter
diving, he also placed first
against Delaware in the one
meter diving, and second
against Drexel.
Weimerskirsh swam his season's best

is stillcutting hair in Harrisonburg. |
Same phone number different
I
location. Call to find out where.
j
433 5533

on all camera whop
supplies photo finishing and Itolli

time in the 200 yard butterfly.
2:05.137.
Pete Laiti set a new
Madison record in the 200 yard
breastroke with a time of
2:20.496. but it was only good
enough for one first, against
Delaware.

color and black t\ white or free film

79 E. Market St.
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Bonanza
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cassette. Home stereo FM performance: Brushed
aluminum front. Phase lock loop for stereo separation.
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Groundhog day downright unpatriotic > an outrage
(Continued from Page 2)
These buck-toothed devils,
though, are not content with
simple larceny-they then
stand up on their hind legs and
chatter about their crime
right to one's face.
The authorities have never
paid much attention to the
criminal acts of the groundhog, so man is left to deal
with these furry, low-slung
animals in whatever ways he
can. Often he can't:
A few years back our friend
Chuck grew tired of commuting from his hole in the
rocks on the hill above the
pond and decided to find a
summer home nearer his
place of employment. More
precisely, he took up
residence' in a hole beneath
the shedwhich just happened to
be located beside the garde"
where Chuck spent an inoi-

dinate amount of his time.
By merely stepping out
onto his veranda, Chuck was
able to reduce the lettuce
patch to green stubs. H e then
continued on through the
green beans, the limas, the
peas (no tragic loss, actually),
the kale, the spinach and the
corn.
He eventually became so
fat that he had to widen his
hole just to be able to
negotiate entrances and exits.
What followed was the first
of our annual Garden Wars.
Sadly, it has been a rather
one-sided affair, and not in our
favor.
Chuck refused to negotiate,
or even give any appearance
of being willing to comSromise. He ignored the white
ag of truce and would not
abide by a cease-fire. His
object was total victory, and

he succeeded very well.
So dire was our position, as
the blitzkrieg approached the
carrots, that we were forced
to violate international sanctions and resort to gas warfare. This didn't work-Chuck
was out when we rigged up the
apparatus, and, anyway, the
pipes we were using melted.
My idea of laying in wait to
ambush him never worked
either-groundhogs, despite
their stupid and clumsy appearance, are actually very
sly and stealthy.
We did meet several times
when I was armed only with a
hoe and my good sense-he
simply chattered arrogantly
and engaged in a tactical
retreat.
As one might suspect by
now, Chuck proved to be the
victor in these summer encounters, which explains the

"How would you like to buy the
Brooklyn Bridge/"

drop in our canning efforts of
recent years and why the
shelves in the cellar are
noticeably empty this time of
year.
Chuck is now almost a
regular visitor every summer,
and quite a happy one.
His field cousins have not
fared as well. Groundhog
hunting, along with digging
thistles and building fence, is
on of the prime summer activities on Locustcrest Farm,
and certainly is the more
exciting of the three.
The country squires of the
piedmont have developed
foxhunting into a glorious and
regal sport, but I feel that they
have lost something in the
process. One can never know
the original, desperate riuture
of hunting until one has
watched an irate fanner,
armed with his trusty Smith

Winter Clearance]
Continues

"Do I get a second bridge free?"
"No."
"Then forget it. 1 can get a better deal
at Pizza Inn."

PRICE
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"Haw's that?"
"At Pizza Inn, you can

buy one pizza.9
Get one free.'

and Wesson with the highpowered scope, setting off on a
tractor full throttle across an
open field in hot pursuit of the
woolly little varmints. What a
steeplechase!
Actually, there may be one
redeeming feature to having a
Groundhog Day-it serves as a
sobering reminder of the
dangers present in gardening
as one spends the winter
evening pouring through the
just-arrived seed catalogues.
Spaghetti melons? Threefoot beans? Ever since my
eggplant crop failed I've
always wanted to grow
something exotic.
Then I
remember
how
Chuck
sheared the lettuce to the
Sound last summer. I would
te like the very devil if my
contribution to Henry Fields
would end up as no more than
nourishment for Chuck and the
friends he often invites over
for supper.
Usually I turn on to the the
next page and invest in
something more sensible, like
salsify-no thinking groundhog
would ever eat those.
Then, there's one other
advantage to having a
Groundhog Day-revenge.
Would you want to wake up at
dawn, crawl out of a hole, and
look for your shadow in
February?
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happy effect.
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Professors aid local schools
standards
dictate
the
curriculum completely." said
Dr. Charles Blair. head of
elementary , and
early
childhood education department. "For example, third
graders must be able to read
all the words on the Dolch
Basic Word List. Teachers
could drill the children over
and over again 'til the list is
memorized.
That doesn't
teach the word's meaning or
how to use it in a sentence."
"The ideal would be to
make the standards part of
the day's natural activities,"
Smith said. "For example, a
teacher could ask students to
measure the classroom and
find its area. This would be an
easy way to judge a child's
skill at measuring and would
be more interesting for the
class."
A summer workshop
composed of "15-20 of our
professors and 15-20 public
school officials" will be held
this year at JMU, Smith said.
"We have faculty who are
skilled in curriculum planning. Their expertise could
benefit teachers."
The education board wants
local school divisions, not the
state, to set minimum standards for high school students
by 1981. Smith hopes the
workshop can help high school
educators as well.
Many parents are upset
because they feel schools have

(Continued from Pagel)
and secondary education and
school administration are
preparing to help Valley
public school divisions meet
these objectives.
The head of the secondary
education and school administration department, Dr.
William Smith, has attended
meetings of public school
divisions in western and
central Virginia to discover
what problems- they anticipate.
The Board of Education
lists specific skills for each
grade that children must
have. For example, a child
should recognize his printed
name (kindergarten), identify
and understand homonyms
(fourth grade) and be able to
find the area of a rectangle
(sixth).
"One possible problem is
that teachers will let the

Professors published
in 'Dramatics '
A-

Three members of the
communication arts department have had articles
published in the NovemberDecember
issue
of
"Dramatics" magazine.
Dr. Thomas Arthur,
associate professor of communication arts and head of
the university's theatre area,
was the author of the
magazine's cover story which
was an interview with actor
Melvyn DouKla* .
Allen Lyndrup, assistant
professor of communication
arts and scene designer for
the JMU Theatre, and Phillip
Grayson,
instructor of
communication arts and
technical director for the JMU
Theatre, wrote a column on
"Safety in the Theatre" for
the magazine. Lyndrup and
Grayson are both technical
advisers to the International
Thespian Society.

not taught their children basic
reading and
arithmetic
skills. The set of required
minimum skills reflects a
switch to "criterian reference
curriculum," Blair said. "It
means you either do or don't
know the material. There are
things you must know and a
test measures whether or not
you do."
At the other end of the
spectrum is the idea that there
are "billions and billions of
things you can learn," Smith
said. "There's no absolute
way to say what a student
should know because each
individual is unique."
" The standards open all
sorts of questions," Blair
noted.
"One important
question is whether we can~
keep our massive system of
public education for everyone
and maintain high standards
of quality at the same time."
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Council affirms
no cancel policy DOONESBURY
(Continued from Page I)
agribusiness
management,
under the existing Bachelor ot
Business
Administration
degree. Also adopted were
letters of intent for a Master of
Science in Physics and a
major
in
international
business, under the existing
Bachelor of Business Administration degree.
President Ronald Carrier
told the council James
Madison University will
receive about $1 million in
capital outlay funds and
$150,000 of this will be
Sinning money* for the
ary.
The planning money is good
for the school, Mundy said,
because it is an "investment,"
for the legislature However,
he said, this does not
"necessarily" mean JMU will
get money for the library in
the next legislature, although
it does give the library a
"higher priority."

PATR/CtA?THIS IS
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1HRQU6H THE HUD CA7AW6UE, AND I JUST PONT
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IN OTHER NEWS, THE
SHAH OF IRAN HAS
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OFTHBUNITEP
f STATES
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by Garry Trudeau
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THESE REDEVELOPMENTPROJECTS ARE
T3EAR TO YOU, BUT I
ONLY HAVE A HALF
ATRJUJONBuoeer
TOMORKWMAND..
\

BUT, SIR.!
I/UEARE
FA0N6A
GRAVE UP
BAN CRISIS!
IFWEDONT
MOVE ON..
f

I KNOW, PAT,
IKN0tU,8UT
LIFE IS VERY,
REPEAT, VERY
UNFAIR! TUB
POORCANT
ALWAYS.. \

EXCUSE ME, MR.
PRESIDENT, 1
U0NDBR.IFY0U
COULP APPROVE
THISHBUCRDERFORCOAT

7HAJ$
NOTFUNHf
MIME!

ICOULDNT
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SIR.
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1HE DINNERS INVITED
SPEAKER IS DR. HENRY
KISSINSER, BUTKtSSIN6ERS 6EOR6ETOUNUNIVERSTTYSTUDENTS ARE
SAIDT0BEOR6ANOJN6
A FORMAL PROTESI OF
HtSMRTKimVON.

PROFESSOR KISSINGER,U!£
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IN THE. DINNER HONORING
THE SHA-NA-NA OF IRAN
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STATEMENT.. /

'BEITKNOUINTHATUE,
THE STUDENTS OF HENRY
KSSINGER.ARBUEARIHS
MASKS TO SYMBOLIZE OUR
SOLIDARITY WITH THE REPRESSED PEOPLES OF IRAN..
AND..."\

ITAKEfT
NONEOFW DONTTRY
HASDONETHE TDCHAN6E
READING
THE SUBJECT,
TODAY..
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Professors attend
conference
Dr. Thomas Arthur and Dr.
Roger Hall of the communication arts department
here recently attended a
conference on the "History of
American Popular Entertainment" which was held
a$ the Performing Arts
Library at Lincoln Center in
New York City.
The four-day conference
was sponsored jointly by the
American Society for Theatre
Research and by the Theatre
Library Association
Arthur is an associate
professor of communication
arts and head of the theatre
area; Hall is an assistant
professor of communication
arts.

YOU'ALL UNDERSTATE, OFCOURSE, lu.
&
iTHAT THIS D/SIRUPT/ON/SGO- Dm.
'JN6X)AFFECT &*£■'
SOMEGRAPES!/"
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Dwellers among the stars

by Randy Clay

[VOYAGER, MY POWER IS TRANSMITTED THROUGH YOU IA/SMALL PORTION. USE IT TO
1
COmTWMft-SlPM/S0FDffiTHEMXl<r
.'HEAHCMT LEAKS. SMENLY, THE Y01AQER SH1WS SIGNS OF LIFE M07D&PLAWPURlHG
THE common wmmm I. mum of YEARS MO THB VOYAGER HAD MM PLACED
SIXTB OF SUSPEWEfi AVIMAM W LMcHtD IHTO SfilCE,, KWJS
mi) WtSAmTOfACEAWcLtAl? temBHTMW,
TRIWEREP 3Y WE C9SMIC FHER SIPHtHED Ffa
:
THE AKMT,THFMWiC7HWC CIRCUITRY
"WT
' - Ik* THE SPACE TRAVELLERS EQUIPMENT BEtfflS TO
yWmWOFHK sm OfAQELESS •**r*m Wrf fjd
SEREWY. LIFE SUPPH7 Sf$TE*S ACCttfMTF HWIF COUNTERS

-*L-

*: i

uoifi m REtt-m of us]

tiWRiMECJLl TO UK M
CiLLS. HE REACHES FULL
CWSCIOUSNESS.
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Buy a back page ad in We Breeze
$120 full page, $60 half page, $2.50 1 column x 2 in.
call 6596
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CLASSIFIEDS
For sale
WOMEN'S
FIGURE
SKATES: Size 7 . rarely used.
$15. Contact Tina at 433-2362 or
Box 1675.
A PAIR OF NORSTAR SKI
BOOTS: Size 12. Used one
season. $25. Ronnie. 433-4819.
FOR SALE: U.S. Divers
professional aluminum 80
cubic foot "K" value cylinder
with contoured back pack.
$160. Like new. Contact Carol
434-5836.
SKIERS:
Never
used
equipment, half-price. Men's
Nordica boots, size 13-14
($65); Blizzard skis. Besser
bindings, poles ($13QJ. Call
Rush, 6395* or 6523; after 5
p.m., 434-6677.
fe
ANYONE on or off campus
interested in receiving The
Washington Star newspaper,
please call Tom, 7142. On and
off campus delivery available.
LESLIE
147 SPEAKER
CABINET: Good condition.
$275. Roland string machineexcellent condition, $325. Call
Steve, 434-1075.
MRS. DORIS-ESP. PALM
READER AND ADVISER ON
ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE:
There is no problem so big
that she cannot solve. Mrs.
Doris is located on Main
Street just two doors north of
the f irehouse in New Market,
Va. For further information,
call 740-8798. Special for JMU
students: full life reading for
$2.
8 TRACKS: ZZTop, Crosby,
Stills, Nash & Young;
Chicago; Jim Croce; Jefferson Starship; and others.
Will sell cheap. Call Roy at
4418.

«*.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS:
Save on brand name, hard
and soft lens supplies. Send
for free illustrated catalog.
Contact Lens Supplies, Box
7453, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
STEREO FOR SALE:
Kenwood receiver, $350;
Heritage loudspeakers. $375;
BSR turntable, $100. As a set.
$750. AU in excellent condition. Call Howard at 4340845
TYPING SERVICE:
Crai* 433-1868.

Activities

TOP BRAND NAME AUDIO
EQUIPMENT: At rock bottom prices. Also, brand name
calculators, televisions, car
stereos and C.B. radios. Call
for a price quote 433-9440 (off
campus). Ask for Mike.

JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
foreign.
No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3 for
information. Seafax, Dept. L2, Box 2049, Port Angles.
Wash 98362.

FOR SALE:
Fender 50
Bassman Amp. Two fifteeninch speakers, two years old.
like new condition.
The
chance of a lifetime, a really
good deal. Call Dwayne at
6127 or write Box 4013.

Personal
DEAR CAST: Thank you for
making "The Empty Cradle"
such a wonderful experience.
You made a life-long dream
come so vibrantly to life with
your dedication, support and
love. Special thanks to Bob
who. was—always there. Mo
Director.

For rent
ONE BEDROOM, FURNISHED APARTMENT to
sublet. M.id-May to Sep--~
tember, option to continue
Fall. Utilities, air conditioning
furnished. $170 per month.
Call 434-0201 after 7 p.m.

BOZ: I'm trying to look into
you but you're trying to look
through my disguise. The
Heretic.

TWO-BEDROOM
APARTMENT: At Squire Hill. Take
over lease in February.
Lease expires in September,
may be renewed. Call 4344273

GEEK. SCHMEEK. Leave
the secret societies where
they belong-in the closet,
anti-grease.

TWO
BEDROOMS
IN
FURNISHED APARTMENT:
On school bus route. Cheap;
available immediately; no
lease; need only bedroom
furniture. Male or female.
Call Gail Gibson, 433-2849.

CHANDLER BED BUDDIES:
Thanks for leaving the door
unlocked. Breakfast was
great! See you for dinnersoon (next time, you get the
floor). Affectionately,
the
Prowlers.

ROOMMATE WANTED.
Female to live in spacious five
bedroom house on W. Market
SL with four others. Fully
carpeted, two baths, large
kitchen, living room, dining
room. $80 per month plus
utilities.
Call 433-2856.
Available sometime after
Feb. 5.

GO WAHOOS: Tweek the
Terps and wipe out wake.
Thank you "I" for putting
away Duke. Watch out ACC
for the cause. Dr. I and
Ratchet.
GEEK: Phase-1 completeand splendidly so. Phase-II
promises to be bigger and
better (not to mention
"deeper"). Genuine geniuses,
a fellow geek.

Lost
LOST: turquoise '77 class
ring in or about Harrison Hall.
Reward offered, no questions
asked. Call Cindy. 433-2856.
High sentimenta! value.

Let

DIXIE: The time has come,
my sweet-anything to please
you. The southern gentleman.

know that

DO YOU NEED HELP
MOVING? Will do light
hauling with 34 ton pick-up
truck at reasonable rates. Call
H2S-2012. Kim.

£«r*

CORRECTION
Call 43^-5202

after 4 p.m.

GENTLEMEN, Oil reserves
are low. new wells must be
drilled Remember, in the end
the sea claims us all! The
Admiral
MY LADY LUCK+ Time is
not my major concern, only
your happiness. When that,
can be assured your candle
will burn. I only hope you can
wait iSure better) "F"

FUTURE SHOCK:
How
about a date this Saturday
night at about 2 a.m.?

EXdlTUUUSE ME! I
mean, after all, 1 just work
here, and have- no- other
significant meaning. But I'm
going to begin to charge rent if
the skeeg meetings go on. A
six-pack for each will doMich, of course.

T.T.W.: When are we going to
have our beer luncheon?
R.R. ROVER: You now know-the Geeks are-here! For the
complete story, inquire when
you have some free time.
Believe me. I have lots to tell
you...a friendly penguin.

CINDY. It I hear his name one
more time. I'll make sure this
house has a ghost-yours.
Who??????

BEEN THERE: Silence is
golden...sunrises are often...literature is abundant...parties are fun. .
pretty
eyes
prettier. .. dr inking-indeed.. .much
to discuss...the kid.

DIKE SAYS Who wants to
play a bunch of turkeys
anyway?? Not me, I don't like
fowl play.

1-2-3-4-5: Where will it end?
The question is-where do I fit
in? Love, Sunday night blues.
HEY MO-Time is growing
short...so get totaled and
Rascal all night-psst. he's got
great blood fines.
A
Dingleroomie

ARIELLE
known.

•57 KID: This weekend wasn't
that bad. We can have better you know that. Short Person.

let thyself be

RPG where were you today?
Carolyn Hunter

SCOTT: Whenever you go
away the reunions are always
SO nice. Have a good week.
Pushkin.
SKEET? I Ha!) You're not
crazy-merely you.
Don't
forget February 1979! Poor...
GUYS AT CONTROL: Be-on
look out for 99 Feb. 3, but
beware of imposter. She'll
have top secret message for
Max. Chief.

EXPLETIVE
DELETED,
Bl'DDY where have you been
lately? We've missed you.
We're glad to hear you're
becoming more creative with
your language.

S: Cups still missing, records
misplaced Another weekend
gone, but who is to say
wasted?
The zodiac and
candy necklaces make life
great!! Mushroom.
M"F"T & AW: Enjov the
riches life bestows as fully as
you can. You both deserve the
best.
I'm greatly looking
forward to a certain week in
April. Until then, keep rolling
with the punches

oved one or 'secret sweetie'

R.

Ten Dollar
Reward
for recovery of
Flexible Flyer
Sled lost Jah.
20, Friday night
at Nurse's Hill.

FOR A GOOD TIME call
Debbie. 6504

'NOOK: Had another ghostly
experience-am I losing
what's left of my mind???
Close encounters.
indeed.
Perhaps I will call on you for
protection, miss you. T.
TO THE DUKETTES AND
PEP BAND: You make my
job easy. Thanks for the
support. Susie.

personal
No classifieds accepted without payment!

50Cents for
every
25 words

